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Abstract

After the discovery of the late-time cosmic acceleration, there has been a growing interest
in modified theories of gravity. Today we have so many models that it is inefficient to
handle them separately. This situation necessitates constructing a unified framework of
gravitational theories to treat them together. In the context of scalar-tensor theories,
there is a class called Horndeski theory, which is the most general scalar-tensor the-
ory that produces second-order Euler-Lagrange equations. This second-order nature of
the Horndeski theory ensures that the theory is free from the problem of Ostrogradsky
ghost associated with higher-order equations of motion, and thus forms a general class of
“healthy” scalar-tensor theories. Indeed, the Horndeski class encompasses many known
theories and its cosmological implications have been extensively studied.

It had been believed that the Horndeski class is the most general healthy theory, but
the myth was destroyed: Even if higher-order derivatives appear in Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions, there are some cases where those higher derivatives can be eliminated by algebraic
manipulation to yield a set of second-order differential equations. This is possible only
if higher derivative terms are contained in the action in a special combination. Several
classes of healthy theories beyond Horndeski have been proposed, but the whole picture
of scalar-tensor theories without Ostrogradsky ghost remains hardly understood. Some of
these theories can be obtained by disformal transformation of the Horndeski class, where
a disformal transformation is a redefinition of the metric that depends on the derivative
of the scalar field. As such, a disformal transformation generically maps a scalar-tensor
theory to another one with higher derivatives and may play a crucial role in extending
the framework of healthy scalar-tensor theories.

Once a new theory without Ostrogradsky ghost is obtained, we should still investigate
its theoretical viability from other perspectives, e.g., whether the theory accommodates
stable cosmology or not. Regarding this point, it has been shown that all the known
healthy theories that cannot be obtained by disformal transformation from the Horn-
deski class are plagued with gradient instabilities in cosmological perturbations. This
implies that, within known healthy scalar-tensor theories, only those connected with the
Horndeski theory via disformal transformation admit viable cosmology.

In light of this situation, we propose a new methodology to construct healthy theories
by means of transformation of variables. We apply the technique to the case of disformal
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transformation on scalar-tensor theories and yield a broad class of healthy theories beyond
any existing model. We also investigate the stability of cosmological perturbations in
the so-obtained theory. It is shown that perturbations about a flat, homogeneous, and
isotropic cosmological background always suffer from ghost/gradient instabilities.
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Notations and conventions

The notations and conventions used in this thesis are summarized.

• A dot stands for differentiation with respect to t: φ̇ ≡ ∂φ/∂t.

• The symmetrization/antisymmetrization symbols are defined as

T(µ1µ2···µn) ≡
1

n!

∑

σ∈Sn

Tµσ(1)µσ(2)···µσ(n)
,

T[µ1µ2···µn] ≡
1

n!

∑

σ∈Sn

sgn(σ)Tµσ(1)µσ(2)···µσ(n)
,

where Sn denotes the symmetric group of degree n. Note that any antisymmetriza-
tion over indices more than the dimensionality of space(time) is identical to zero.

• The generalized Kronecker delta is defined by

δα1α2···αn

µ1µ2 ···µn ≡ n! δ α1

[µ1
δα2
µ2

· · · δαn

µn]
.

We mainly focus on scalar-tensor theories in 4 spacetime dimensions, in which the
action is expressed in the language of 4-dimensional (pseudo-)Riemannian geometry. On
the other hand, in order to perform a canonical analysis, it is useful to decompose the
spacetime into one timelike direction and three orthogonal spacelike ones. Therefore, we
employ the following notations depending on the context.

4-dimensional quantities

• For indices of 4-dimensional tensors, we use Greek letters α, β, · · · , µ, ν, · · · .

• The “mostly-plus” convention is used for the spacetime metric gµν .

• A covariant derivative associated with gµν is denoted as ∇µ.
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vi Notations and conventions

• The 4-dimensional Riemann tensor Rµ
νλσ is defined so that

2∇[λ∇σ]v
µ = Rµ

νλσv
ν ,

where vµ is an arbitrary vector.

• The 4-dimensional Ricci tensor Rµν is obtained through the contraction of the first
and third indices of the Riemann tensor: Rµν ≡ Rα

µαν .

• The 4-dimensional Ricci scalar and Einstein tensor are expressed as R and Gµν ,
respectively.

• The double dual of the Riemann tensor is defined by

Lµναβ ≡ 1

4
δµνλσαβγδRγδ

λσ = Rµν
αβ − 4R[µ

[αδ
ν]
β] +

1

2
Rδµναβ.

• The first and second covariant derivatives of the scalar field φ are often denoted as
∇µφ ≡ φµ and ∇µ∇νφ ≡ φµν , respectively.

ADM variables

• For indices of 3-dimensional tensors, we use Latin letters a, b, · · · , i, j, · · · .

• Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition for the metric:

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = −N2dt2 + γij(dx

i +N idt)(dxj +N jdt),

where N , N i, and γij represent the lapse function, shift vector, and spatial metric,
respectively. γij is used to raise/lower spatial indices.

• A covariant derivative associated with the spatial metric γij is denoted as Di.

• The unit normal vector to a constant-time hypersurface is denoted as nµ ≡ −Nδ0µ,
and the projection tensor as hµν ≡ gµν + nµnν .

• The extrinsic curvature is defined by

Kij ≡
1

2N

(

γ̇ij − 2D(iNj)

)

,

and its trace is denoted as K ≡ γijKij.

• The 3-dimensional Ricci tensor, Ricci scalar, and Einstein tensor are denoted as Rij,
R, and Gij, respectively.



Chapter 1

Introduction

General relativity (GR) is the current “standard model” of gravity, which passes all the
Solar System tests performed so far [1]. On the other hand, the late-time cosmic accel-
eration [2, 3] and extreme gravitational phenomena like gravitational waves originating
from merging compact object binaries [4–9] may exhibit some deviation from GR, which
motivates us to investigate modified theories of gravity (see Ref. [10] for a recent review).
Even if GR is the correct model to describe gravitation, it is still important to study
alternative theories of gravity to establish the validity of GR.

A basic strategy for modification of gravity is to add some new dynamical degree of
freedom (DOF) to GR. Depending on what kind of DOF is introduced, modified grav-
ity theories are categorized into several classes: Scalar-tensor theories [11–20] are those
containing an additional scalar DOF, vector-tensor theories [21–23] are those with an ad-
ditional vector DOF, and bimetric theories [24] have an additional tensor DOF. Among
these, we mainly focus on the (single-field) scalar-tensor class throughout this thesis. Even
within this class of theories, so many models have been proposed that it is almost impos-
sible to examine their theoretical and observational consistency on a one-by-one basis. A
possible way to overcome the current situation is to construct a framework to treat the
theories in a unified manner, namely, to write down the most general action that meets
some guiding principles. We first require general covariance, but this does not so much
reduce the space of allowed theories: Any higher derivative term like φµνφ

ν
λφ

λ
µ, R(�φ)2,

∇µR∇µR, etc. is allowed at this stage.*1

When one constructs such field theories with higher derivatives, another guiding prin-
ciple comes from the theorem of Ostrogradsky [26], which states that any theory described
by a nondegenerate higher derivative Lagrangian possesses linear momenta in its Hamil-
tonian on the constraint surface. Here, a Lagrangian L with higher-order derivatives is
said to be nondegenerate if its kinetic matrix (i.e., the second derivatives of L with re-

*1In this thesis, we mainly focus on cases where third or higher derivative appears in the action for
simplicity. Analytical mechanics models with third derivatives have recently been studied in Ref. [25].
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

spect to the velocities associated with the higher derivatives) is nondegenerate. The linear
momenta render the Hamiltonian unbounded below, which implies that the energy of the
system can become arbitrarily negative. Although such a system itself is not pathologi-
cal, once it is coupled to an ordinary system where the Hamiltonian is bounded below,
the system as a whole becomes unstable since negative/positive DOFs will rapidly be
excited by interchanging energy between the two subsystems. This instability is called
Ostrogradsky ghost.

To illustrate the statement of the Ostrogradsky’s theorem, let us consider a nonde-
generate Lagrangian in analytical mechanics

L =
1

2
ẍ2, (1.1)

which is rewritten by introducing an auxiliary field y as

L′ = −ẋẏ − 1

2
y2. (1.2)

The equivalence between L and L′ can be seen as follows: The equation of motion (EOM)
for y reads y = ẋ, which is substituted back into L′ to yield the original Lagrangian L.
Then, we redefine the coordinates as X ≡ (x − y)/

√
2 and Y ≡ (x + y)/

√
2, which

diagonalizes the kinetic part of L′ as

L′ =
1

2
Ẋ2 − 1

2
Ẏ 2 − 1

4
(X − Y )2. (1.3)

Here, one may notice that the Lagrangian describes a 2-DOF system and the extra DOF
(Y in the present case) represents the Ostrogradsky ghost as its kinetic term has a wrong
sign. This example captures the essence of the theorem of Ostrogradsky (see Appendix A
for a more general proof in the language of Hamiltonian analysis). Therefore, a theory
without the problem of Ostrogradsky ghost, often referred to as a healthy theory, must
have a degenerate Lagrangian. This requirement poses tight constraints on the higher
derivative structure of healthy field theories [27, 28].

Within scalar-tensor theories in four dimensions, the Horndeski theory [14] (or its
equivalent formulation known as generalized Galileons [15, 16]) provides a basic ground
for studying a wide class of such healthy theories having three DOFs, since it is the most
general theory that yields second-order Euler-Lagrange (EL) equations. There are fur-
ther possibilities of healthy theories beyond the Horndeski class, such as Gleyzes-Langlois-
Piazza-Vernizzi (GLPV) theories [17] and quadratic/cubic degenerate higher-order scalar-
tensor (DHOST) theories [18–20].*2 Those quadratic/cubic DHOST theories form the

*2Throughout this thesis, we restrict ourselves to theories that possess general covariance. If one
relaxes this requirement to only spatial covariance, yet broader classes of theories can be obtained such
as extended Galileons [29,30]. For details, see §2.1.4.
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broadest class of healthy scalar-tensor theories known so far. However, these theories are
obtained under the assumption that the Lagrangian depends on up to quadratic/cubic
order in φµν (hence the name “quadratic/cubic DHOST”), and thus the very boundary
of healthy scalar-tensor theories remains unknown. To go even further, disformal trans-
formations [31] may play a key role:

g̃µν = A(φ,X)gµν +B(φ,X)φµφν , X ≡ gµνφµφν . (1.4)

Here, the functions A,B are chosen so that the transformation does not change the metric
signature and is consistent with the existence of the inverse matrix of g̃µν [31–33]. Note
that the transformation (1.4) reduces to a conformal transformation when B = 0. Some
quadratic/cubic DHOST theories are obtained from the Horndeski theory via disformal
transformation [20], which motivates us to think that the quadratic/cubic DHOST class
could further be extended in the same manner. Unfortunately, this is not the case because
the set of cubic scalar-tensor theories is closed under disformal transformations. Therefore,
it seems difficult to generate a new class of healthy theories starting from known healthy
theories.

In light of this situation, it is natural to ask whether healthy theories can be gen-
erated by performing field transformations on nondegenerate theories that contain extra
ghost DOFs. Generally speaking, field transformations are classified broadly into invert-

ible and noninvertible ones. Invertible transformations are such that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the old and new sets of field variables, while noninvertible trans-
formations are those that are not invertible. One may naively think that a nondegenerate
theory cannot be mapped to a degenerate theory with fewer DOFs via invertible trans-
formation due to its bijective nature, but at the same time, this may not be obvious
when the transformation law contains field derivatives as in the above case of disformal
transformations. This is because the resultant theory generically produces EL equations
of order higher than the original one. Hence, we need a detailed analysis of the relation
between two systems connected by invertible transformation to fill the gap between the
two conflicting intuitions. On the other hand, as for noninvertible transformations, there
is a growing interest on a framework called mimetic gravity [34] (see Ref. [35] for a review).
A mimetic gravity model is obtained by performing a noninvertible disformal transforma-
tion on some “seed” scalar-tensor theory and exhibits various aspects depending on which
theory is chosen as a seed [36–40]. It is notable that even a nondegenerate seed theory
could be mapped to a degenerate one [41]. Along this line, it is intriguing to investigate
for which seed scalar-tensor theories their mimetic gravity counterparts are degenerate.

It should be noted that, even if we find a theory that circumvents the problem of
Ostrogradsky ghost, it could have some other instabilities. In this sense, the “healthiness”
is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a theory to be fully viable. One of the
possible tests is whether the theory admits stable cosmology or not. If the action is
expanded up to quadratic order in perturbations around the flat Friedmann-Lemâıtre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background, one can infer the (in)stability of the theory from
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the coefficients of the quadratic action. Interestingly, the authors of Ref. [42] showed that
any quadratic/cubic DHOST theory that cannot be mapped to the Horndeski class is
plagued by gradient instabilities.

In this thesis, we first address the issue on invertible transformations by demonstrat-
ing a theorem on the equivalence between the EL equations obtained in the old frame
and those obtained in the new frame. It should be noted that the theorem assumes only
the invertibility of the transformation law and is not restricted to disformal transfor-
mations on scalar-tensor theories. This allows us to conclude that one cannot generate
healthy theories from a nondegenerate theory via invertible transformation. Then, we
discuss the case of noninvertible transformations, focusing on the noninvertible confor-
mal transformation. We specify a general class of seed scalar-tensor theories that yields
degenerate theories as its mimetic counterpart. This can be regarded as an extension of
known mimetic gravity models, and thus we call the resultant class of theories extended
mimetic gravity. Moreover, these new extended mimetic models also serve as a nontrivial
extension of known DHOST theories in the sense that they cannot be obtained by any
disformal transformation of known healthy theories. We also examine the stability of
perturbations about the flat FLRW background in the extended mimetic gravity. It is
shown that either of tensor/scalar perturbations suffers from gradient instabilities, except
for cases where scalar perturbations are presumably strongly coupled, or otherwise ghost
instabilities arise.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chap. 2, we review the healthy
scalar-tensor theories proposed so far. Next, in Chap. 3, we prove a theorem on the
equivalence between the EL equations before performing an invertible transformation and
those after and show that the number of DOFs of a theory is not changed by invertible
transformation. This part is based on our published paper [43]. Then in Chap. 4, we
introduce the extended mimetic gravity and perform a Hamiltonian analysis to show that
this class of theories has at most three DOFs. The stability of cosmological perturbations
in the extended mimetic theories is also discussed. This part is based on our published
paper [44]. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Chap. 5.



Chapter 2

Scalar-tensor theories

2.1 Degenerate higher-order scalar-tensor theories

The history of scalar-tensor theories goes back to Jordan-Brans-Dicke theory [11, 12],
whose action contains a scalar field nonminimally coupled to gravity:

SBD =

∫

d4x
√−g

(

φR− ωBD

φ
X

)

. (2.1)

Originally, the parameter ωBD was assumed to be a constant but later it was promoted to
a function of φ [45]. Another early example is f(R) gravity [13, 46, 47] (see Refs. [48, 49]
for reviews). The name comes from an arbitrary function of the Ricci scalar, f(R), which
constitutes the action:

Sf =

∫

d4x
√−gf(R). (2.2)

Since we are interested in deviations from GR, it is natural to assume f ′′(R) 6= 0. Al-
though this theory written in the form (2.2) does not contain scalar field in appearance,
it can be recast as follows:

S ′
f =

∫

d4x
√−g [f(φ)− f ′(φ)(φ−R)] . (2.3)

Indeed, one finds φ = R by using its EOM and thus can reproduce the action (2.2).
Pioneered by these theories, literally hundreds of theories have been developed so far.

The Jordan-Brans-Dicke theory (2.1) and f(R) gravity reformulated as a scalar-tensor
theory (2.3) contain at most first derivative of φ. Even more complex theories containing
second derivatives of the scalar field have recently been investigated, which we will see in
subsequent sections. As such, there has been a growing interest in the generalization of
gravitational theories. The main motivation to generalize theories of gravity is to provide
a useful framework to handle a large number of theories collectively. Along this line, it

5



6 CHAPTER 2. SCALAR-TENSOR THEORIES

is important to specify to what extent we can generalize it. Concerning this point, the
theorem of Ostrogradsky offers a possible answer: Any nondegenerate higher derivative

field theories possesses extra DOFs, which exhibit ghost instabilities (see Appendix A).
This theorem poses so tight a constraint on higher derivative scalar-tensor theories that
only a tiny fraction of them can avoid the generic instability. Therefore, it serves as a
guiding principle to construct “healthy” scalar-tensor theories. Below, we review some
known classes of scalar-tensor theories with a degenerate Lagrangian and thus circumvent
the problem of Ostrogradsky ghost.

2.1.1 Horndeski theory

Within the class of theories written only by the metric, GR with a cosmological constant
is the most general theory in four dimensions that yields second-order EL equations,
which is known as Lovelock’s theorem [50]. This second-order nature of EL equations is
a sufficient (but not necessary) condition of a theory to be degenerate, which ensures the
absence of Ostrogradsky ghost.

The Horndeski class [14–16] is a collection of scalar-tensor theories with such nature,
i.e., the most general single-field scalar-tensor theories that produce second-order EL
equations both for the metric and the scalar field. This theory was originally invented
by Horndeski [14] and then rediscovered in the context of Galileons [15], though the
equivalence between them are nontrivial [16]. The action of Horndeski theories is given
by

SH =

∫

d4x
√−g

(

LH
2 + LH

3 + LH
4 + LH

5

)

, (2.4)

where

LH
2 = G2(φ,X),

LH
3 = G3(φ,X)�φ,

LH
4 = G4(φ,X)R− 2G4X

[

(�φ)2 − φνµφ
µ
ν

]

,

LH
5 = G5(φ,X)Gµνφµν +

1

3
G5X

[

(�φ)3 − 3 (�φ)φνµφ
µ
ν + 2φνµφ

λ
νφ

µ
λ

]

.

(2.5)

Here, Gi are arbitrary functions of the scalar field φ and its kinetic term X. Note that
the terms LH

4 and LH
5 respectively contain quadratic and cubic powers of φµν , which

produce higher derivative terms when varied with respect to φ. The terms with curvature
tensors are crucial for canceling out those higher derivative terms. This cancellation can
be achieved only if the coefficients of each term are chosen as in Eq. (2.5). Without the
tuning of the coefficients, the theory fails to be degenerate. Any theory with second-order
EL equations should be recast in the form (2.4) after integration by parts and/or some
field redefinition.
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The Horndeski class includes many classes of scalar-tensor theories. For example, if
we choose the arbitrary functions in Eq. (2.5) as

G2 = −1

2
X − V (φ), G3 = 0, G4 =

M2
Pl

2
, G5 = 0, (2.6)

we recover GR plus a canonical scalar field with potential V (φ). A more nontrivial
example is f(R) gravity (2.3), which amounts to the choice

G2 = f(φ)− φf ′(φ), G3 = 0, G4 = f ′(φ), G5 = 0. (2.7)

By construction, any theory with second-order EL equations should be recast in the
form (2.4), even if it contains nontrivial coupling with curvature tensors. For instance,
the term containing the double dual Riemann tensor

Lµναβφαφµφβν = Rµν
αβφ

αφµφ
β
ν +Rµν

(

−φµφν�φ+ 2φαφ
α
µφν

)

+R (X�φ− 2φµφ
µ
νφ

ν)
(2.8)

is known to have second-order field equations. As it should be, this theory is equivalent
to the Horndeski theory with G2 = G3 = G4 = 0 and G5 = −X/2 [51]. Yet another
example is nonminimal coupling to the Gauss-Bonnet scalar:

ξ(φ)LµναβRαβ
µν = ξ(φ)

(

R2 − 4RµνRµν +RµνλσRµνλσ
)

, (2.9)

which corresponds to the following choice [16]:

G2 = 2ξ(4)X2(3− ln |X|), G3 = 2ξ(3)X(7− 3 ln |X|),
G4 = −2ξ(2)X(2− ln |X|), G5 = −4ξ(1) ln |X|,

(2.10)

with ξ(n) ≡ dnξ/dφn. One can confirm these results by comparing the field equations.
In the language of ADM variables and taking the unitary gauge φ = t, the Horndeski

action (2.4) is written as follows:

SH =

∫

dtd3xN
√
γ
[

A2 + A3K + A4(K
2 −Ki

jK
j
i ) + B4R

+ A5(K
3 − 3KK i

jK
j
i + 2Ki

jK
j
kK

k
i ) + B5G

ijKij

]

. (2.11)

Here, the coefficients A2, A3, A4, A5, B4, and B5 are functions of (t, N), but only four of
them are independent, which corresponds to the number of arbitrary functions in the
Horndeski action (2.4). Indeed, the coefficients in Eq. (2.11) are written in terms of the
arbitrary functions in Eq. (2.4) as [52]

A2 = G2 −Xg3φ, A3 = 2(−X)3/2g3X − 2
√
−XG4φ,

A4 = −G4 + 2XG4X +
X

2
G5φ, B4 = G4 +

X

2
(G5φ − g5φ) ,

A5 = −(−X)3/2

3
G5X , B5 = −

√
−Xg5,

(2.12)
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where the auxiliary functions gi are defined so that

g3 + 2Xg3X = G3, g5X +
g5
2X

= G5X . (2.13)

From Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) one finds the following relations [17]:

A4 = −B4 + 2XB4X , A5 = −X
3
B5X . (2.14)

In these expressions, φ and X should be read as t and −1/N2, respectively. Note also
that the auxiliary functions gi are determined only up to ci(φ)/

√
−X or ci(t)N , with ci

being arbitrary functions of φ (= t). However, these ambiguities are irrelevant as they
only contribute as total derivative:

N
√
γ

(

ċ3
N

+ c3K +
ċ5
2N

R− c5G
ijKij

)

= ∂t

[√
γ
(

c3 +
c5
2
R
)]

+ ∂i

{√
γ
[

−c3N i +
c5
2

(

2GijNj +Dj γ̇
ij +Di(γklγ̇kl)

)

]}

. (2.15)

2.1.2 GLPV theory

It was a common belief that the Horndeski theory is the most general healthy scalar-
tensor theory, but the possibility to go beyond Horndeski was suggested in Ref. [53]. The
class of GLPV theories [17] was proposed as the first example of healthy theories beyond
Horndeski, which contains two more arbitrary functions of (φ,X) than the Horndeski
class:

SGLPV = SH +

∫

d4x
√−g

(

LbH
4 + LbH

5

)

, (2.16)

where

LbH
4 = F4(φ,X)

{

X
[

(�φ)2 − φνµφ
µ
ν

]

− 2φµφ
µ
ν

(

φν�φ− φνλφ
λ
)}

,

LbH
5 = F5(φ,X)

{

X
[

(�φ)3 − 3 (�φ)φνµφ
µ
ν + 2φνµφ

λ
νφ

µ
λ

]

− 3φλφ
λ
σφ

σ
[

(�φ)2 − φνµφ
µ
ν

]

+ 6φµφ
µ
νφ

σ
(

φνσ�φ− φνλφ
λ
σ

)}

.

(2.17)

This theory was obtained by detuning the relation (2.14) and then restoring general
covariance by use of the Stückelberg trick [54,55] (see §2.1.4). Indeed, written in terms of
ADM variables and taking φ = t, the new terms LbH

4 and LbH
5 contribute to A4 and A5 as

A4 ⊃ −X2F4, A5 ⊃ (−X)5/2F5, (2.18)

which spoils the relation (2.14). Note that this detuning does not modify the result of
Hamiltonian analysis under the unitary gauge.
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Although the action (2.16) was believed to provide DHOST theories, this turned out
to be not the case for generic choices of F4 and F5 [56]. The reason is that the higher
derivative structure of the theory could be hidden under the unitary gauge. For the
theory (2.16) to be degenerate without unitary gauge fixing, the arbitrary functions must
satisfy the following constraint [20]:

XG5XF4 = 3F5 (G4 − 2XG4X) . (2.19)

which ensures that the action (2.16) is obtained by some disformal transformation of the
Horndeski action (2.4) [20, 56].

2.1.3 Quadratic/cubic DHOST theory

The quadratic/cubic DHOST class [18–20] is the collection of all the DHOST theories
that contain second derivatives of the scalar field up to cubic order. The action has the
form of

Sq/c =

∫

d4x
√−g

(

f2R+
5

∑

i=1

aiL
(2)
i + f3Gµνφµν +

10
∑

j=1

bjL
(3)
j

)

, (2.20)

where f2, f3, ai, and bj are arbitrary functions of (φ,X). Here, the building blocks L
(2)
i

and L
(3)
j are defined as

L
(2)
1 = φνµφ

µ
ν , L

(2)
2 = (�φ)2 , L

(2)
3 = (�φ)φµφνµφν ,

L
(2)
4 = φµφνµφ

λ
νφλ, L

(2)
5 =

(

φµφνµφν
)2
,

(2.21)

and

L
(3)
1 = (�φ)3 , L

(3)
2 = (�φ)φνµφ

µ
ν , L

(3)
3 = φνµφ

λ
νφ

µ
λ, L

(3)
4 = (�φ)2 φµφνµφν ,

L
(3)
5 = (�φ)φµφνµφ

λ
νφλ, L

(3)
6 =

(

φνµφ
µ
ν

) (

φµφνµφν
)

, L
(3)
7 = φµφνµφ

λ
νφ

σ
λφσ,

L
(3)
8 =

(

φµφνµφ
λ
νφλ

)

(φσφρσφρ) , L
(3)
9 = (�φ)

(

φµφνµφν
)2
, L

(3)
10 =

(

φµφνµφν
)3
.

(2.22)

Note that all the possible scalar constructed from φµ and φµν up to cubic powers are ex-
hausted by Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22). The name “quadratic/cubic” comes from the structure
of the action: The first two terms in Eq. (2.20) represent quadratic and the last two stand
for cubic DHOST theories as they are respectively quadratic and cubic in velocities when
written in the ADM language.*1 It should be noted that the action (2.20) with a generic
choice of the arbitrary functions does not provide a DHOST theory: Each subclass of the
quadratic/cubic DHOST class is obtained by choosing the arbitrary functions f2, f3, ai,

*1We discard couplings with curvature tensors other than f2R or f3Gµνφµν because they result in
Ostrogradsky ghost [20].
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Horndeski theory

closed under
disformal transformation
with AX = BX = 0

GLPV theory

with AX = 0, BX 6= 0

quadratic/cubic DHOST theory

with AX 6= 0, BX 6= 0

Figure 2.1: The relation between the known DHOST theories. Each class is closed under
some specific class of disformal transformations.

and bj so that the Lagrangian is degenerate. In addition to these arbitrary functions, one
can freely add to the action (2.20) terms like F0(φ,X) and F1(φ,X)�φ since it does not
affect the (non)degeneracy of a theory. 7 subclasses of quadratic DHOST theories and 9
subclasses of cubic DHOST theories are listed in Ref. [20]. However, a sum of quadratic
and cubic DHOST Lagrangians does not necessarily yield a degenerate Lagrangian. For
the sum to be degenerate, it is necessary that the null eigenvectors of the two kinetic
matrices be parallel. Among the 63 possible combinations, only 7 is freely combined to
yield DHOST theories and 18 can be degenerate under certain conditions on the arbitrary
functions [20]. It should also be noted that some of these subclasses propagate only one
scalar DOF, i.e., no tensor DOFs [42].

So far we have seen three general classes of degenerate scalar-tensor theories. The
relation between these classes is depicted in Figure 2.1. It is notable that each class can
be characterized by its transformation property under disformal transformations. The
authors of Ref. [33] showed that the Horndeski class is closed under disformal transforma-
tions with A,B depending on φ only. If one proceeds to X-dependent B, the Horndeski
theories are transformed to GLPV theories [17, 57], and GLPV theories themselves are
closed under the same class of disformal transformations. Further introduction of X-
dependence into A results in quadratic/cubic DHOST theories [20].*2 One can verify that
the quadratic/cubic DHOST class is stable under general disformal transformations (see
Appendix B).

*2Apart from this line of research, the authors of Ref. [58] specified all the theories obtained via
disformal transformation from the Horndeski class in the language of differential forms.
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2.1.4 Extended Galileons

The above DHOST theories possess general covariance, but we obtain still broader classes
if we moderate the requirement. One of such examples is the class of extended Galileons

(or also known as spatially covariant gravity) [29, 30], whose action is written in terms of
ADM variables as

SXG =

∫

dtd3xN
√
γL(N, γij, Rij, t;Kij;Di), (2.23)

and thus only has 3-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance. Note that the unitary gauge φ =
t is imposed in the context of extended Galileons. This theory was shown to have 3 DOFs
by the authors of Refs. [59, 60].

Even though general covariance is broken apparently, it can always be restored via
the Stückelberg trick [54, 55], where a scalar field φ is introduced so that its gradient is
proportional to the unit normal vector to a constant-time hypersurface: nµ = −φµ/

√
−X.

Then, we perform replacements such as

t→ φ, N → 1√
−X , γij → hµν = gµν −

1

X
φµφν ,

Kij → Kµν ≡ hλµ∇λnν , DiN → hνµ∇ν

(

1√
−X

)

,

Rij → hαµh
γ
νh

βδRαβγδ −Kα
αKµν +Kα

µKαν ,

(2.24)

which restores 4-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance. However, it turns out that the
resultant theories generically yield Ostrogradsky ghosts (see Refs. [18, 54] for examples
of such theories). The apparent healthy nature of extended Galileons is a consequence
of the unitary gauge chosen for the construction of the theory. This misleading gauge
choice could eliminate higher derivatives from a given action and change the number
of DOFs [18, 42, 54, 56, 61, 62], though it is a complete gauge fixing [63]. This explains
the reason why we keep general covariance and avoid taking the unitary gauge from the
beginning.

2.2 Cosmological perturbations of known theories

The authors of Ref. [42] showed that the degeneracy conditions for quadratic/cubic
DHOST theories boil down to only two simple conditions under a cosmological back-
ground (except for cases where tensor DOFs are nondynamical). The quadratic action
for perturbations about the flat FLRW spacetime with ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)δijdx

idxj can
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be written in the following form [42]:

S(2) =

∫

dtd3xa3
M2

2

[

δKijδK
ij −

(

1 +
2

3
αL

)

δK2 + (1 + αT)

(

R
δ
√
γ

a3
+ δ2R

)

+H2αKδN
2 + 4HαBδKδN + (1 + αH)RδN

+ 4β1δK ˙δN + β2 ˙δN
2
+ β3

(

∂iδN

a

)2]

, (2.25)

where H ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and δ2R denotes the second-order perturbation
of the 3-dimensional curvature scalar R. Note that R itself is a first-order quantity, and
the background field equation has been used in deriving the quadratic action (2.25). The
degeneracy conditions are obtained as [42]

CI : αL = 0, β2 = −6β2
1 , β3 = −2β1 [2(1 + αH) + β1(1 + αT)] , (2.26)

CII : β1 = −(1 + αL)
1 + αH

1 + αT

, β2 = −6(1 + αL)

(

1 + αH

1 + αT

)2

, β3 = 2
(1 + αH)

2

1 + αT

.

(2.27)

The quadratic/cubic DHOST class can be divided into three subclasses: Those satisfying
only CI, those only CII, and those both CI and CII (see Figure 2.2). Each of CI/CII has
a remarkable feature [42]: All the theories within the class CI (but outside CII) can be
mapped from the Horndeski class via disformal transformation. As for the class CII, any
theory that belongs to this class is plagued by gradient instabilities: Either of tensor or
scalar perturbations have negative sound speed squared. In contrast to the Jeans insta-
bility which is responsible for structure formation of the Universe, the gradient instability
is problematic because it results in an anomalous growth of small-scale perturbations.
Therefore, a theory that admits viable cosmology should lie in CI\CII. In other words,
any quadratic/cubic DHOST theory that cannot be mapped to the Horndeski class by
disformal transformation suffers from gradient instabilities, or otherwise the tensor modes
are nondynamical.

2.3 Further extensions

Within healthy scalar-tensor theories in four dimensions that are at most cubic order
in φµν , the quadratic/cubic DHOST class is the broadest one. In Chap. 4, we obtain
a new class of healthy scalar-tensor theories that depend on quartic or higher order in
φµν . Besides the case of single-field scalar-tensor theories in four dimensions, several other
types of generalization have been explored. One is to include third (or higher) derivatives
in the action. This point has recently been addressed in the case of analytical mechanics
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quadratic/cubic DHOST

CI CII
mapped to
Horndeski

gradient
instabilities

CI ∩ CII

Figure 2.2: The classification of quadratic/cubic DHOST theories in terms of cosmological
perturbations. It is fully characterized by the two conditions (2.26) and (2.27), except
for those theories with nondynamical tensor modes [42]. The class CI\CII can be mapped
to the Horndeski theory by disformal transformation. On the other hand, cosmological
perturbations in theories within the class CII exhibit gradient instabilities.

by the authors of Ref. [25], though no example of scalar-tensor theories has been known.*3

Another generalization is the multi-field extension of scalar-tensor theories. General-
ized multi-Galileons [64] provides a broad class of multi-field scalar-tensor theories with
second-order EL equations, while it is not the most general one. Employing the similar
technique as Ref. [14], the authors of Ref. [65] obtained the most general second-order
EL equations of bi-scalar-tensor theory in four dimensions (i.e., bi-Horndeski theory).
Nevertheless, the Lagrangian that yields this set of EL equations remains unspecified.

Yet another is to consider degenerate scalar-tensor theories in higher dimensions. Al-
though the most general Lagrangian that yields at most second-order EL equations is
known up to four dimensions [14], it remains unknown for five or higher dimensions. As
was shown in Ref. [16], the framework of generalized Galileons [15], which yields a general
class of single-field scalar-tensor theories with second-order EL equations and works in
arbitrary dimensions, coincides with the Horndeski theory in four or lower dimensions.
One can conjecture that the coincidence holds in any dimensionality, but no rigorous proof
for this has been found.

So far we have seen degenerate scalar-tensor theories, but the possibility of degenerate
vector-tensor theories has also been explored. The generalized Proca theory [21] provides a
broad class of such degenerate vector-tensor theories, which propagates 2 DOFs for tensor
and 3 DOFs for vector modes. It is notable that the theory yields EL equations of at most

*3However, one can obtain healthy scalar-tensor theories that contain higher derivatives of the metric
by performing a field transformation of the form (3.90) on known healthy theories (see §3.3.2 for details).
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Table 2.1: Summary of the known healthy scalar-tensor and vector-tensor theories in four
dimensions.

2nd-order EL eqs. higher-order EL eqs.

scalar-tensor Horndeski [14–16] GLPV [17]
quadratic/cubic DHOST [18–20]

vector-tensor generalized Proca [21] beyond generalized Proca [22]
extended vector-tensor [23]

second order. In this sense, this theory shares the same nature as the Horndeski theory
in the case of scalar-tensor theories. Furthermore, there is a stronger relation between
these two theories: In the scalar limit Aµ → ∇µφ, the generalized Proca theory coincides
with the shift-symmetric part of the Horndeski theory, i.e., such that invariant under φ→
φ + constant. Motivated by the relation to scalar-tensor theories, the similar extensions
as the GLPV and quadratic DHOST theories have been proposed, which are respectively
known as beyond generalized Proca [22] and extended vector-tensor theories [23]. The
known healthy scalar-tensor and vector-tensor theories are summarized in Table 2.1.



Chapter 3

Invertible transformation

It had been believed that the Horndeski theory [14], also known as the generalized Galileon
theory [15, 16], is the most general healthy (single-field) scalar-tensor theory. This was
because it forms the broadest class that yields second-order EL equations both for the met-
ric and the scalar field, and thus trivially evades so-called Ostrogradsky ghosts associated
with higher-order EOMs [26]. However, it turned out that the second-order nature of the
EL equations is just a sufficient condition and not a necessary condition for the absence
of Ostrogradsky ghosts [53]. Gleyzes, Langlois, Piazza, and Vernizzi then constructed a
healthy theory beyond Horndeski, which is now known as the GLPV theory [17]. The
key for healthy theories beyond Horndeski is that the EL equations are a priori of higher
order, but can be rearranged into a second-order system [61], which is realized in the pres-
ence of appropriate degeneracy conditions or a sufficient number of constraints [18,27,66].
Thus far many efforts have been made to construct healthy theories beyond Horndeski,
which include quadratic/cubic DHOST theories [18, 20].

Along this line, the transformation properties of these theories under the disformal
transformation have been investigated in Refs. [17,19,20,30,33,53,57,67]. As mentioned
in Chap. 1, it is a transformation of the metric containing the first derivative of the scalar
field:

g̃µν = A(φ,X)gµν +B(φ,X)φµφν , φ̃ = φ. (3.1)

It was shown in Ref. [53] that there exists a unique inverse transformation of Eq. (3.1)
if the functions A,B satisfy the condition A(A − XAX − X2BX) 6= 0 [31, 43, 53] (see
§3.3.1 and Appendix B for detail). One naturally expects that the number of physical
DOFs is not changed by such an invertible transformation because there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the old and new sets of variables. On the other hand, since the
disformal transformation contains derivatives of the scalar field, the EL equations derived
from the transformed action contain higher-order derivatives and thus the equivalence
between the two frames is not clear. There are some works that addressed this issue.
In the special case where the original action is of the Einstein-Hilbert form, the authors
of Refs. [53, 68] showed that the EL equations in the new frame containing higher-order

15
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derivatives can be reduced to second-order differential equations by taking their linear
combinations. The disformal invariance of cosmological perturbations and their number
of DOFs were investigated in Refs. [69–72]. It was clarified in Ref. [73] that the disformal
transformation in a cosmological setup amounts to a rescaling of time coordinate and thus
leaves physical observables unchanged. The authors of Ref. [37] proved the equivalence
between two sets of EL equations for disformally related frames for an arbitrary scalar-
tensor theory. The equivalence between the old and new frames has also been confirmed by
Hamiltonian analysis in the unitary gauge φ = t [74], though the similar analysis without
gauge fixing remains unaddressed. It was also shown in Ref. [74] that the Hamiltonian
structure is unchanged under a broad class of invertible field transformations. However,
there exist infinitely many types of invertible transformations that are not covered by their
analysis. Also, the equivalence between EL equations for two frames related through
general transformations has not been clarified. These facts motivate us to explore the
nature of generic invertible transformations that depend on fields and their derivatives.

In light of this situation, in the present chapter, we show the following proposition
(hereafter called “Theorem”) on invertible transformations:✓ ✏
If two frames are related by a general invertible transformation, the EL equations in

the new frame are completely equivalent to the original-frame EL equations written in

terms of the new fields.
✒ ✑
In other words, the new-frame EL equations are derived from the original-frame EL equa-
tions without any loss/gain of information, and vice versa. For more precise statement
and its proof, see §3.2.2. Combining this result with the property of invertible transfor-
mations that the fields in the two frames are related by a one-to-one correspondence, it
can be concluded that any solution of the EL equations in the original frame is mapped
to a solution in the new frame by the invertible transformation. The application of the
Theorem is not restricted to scalar-tensor theories, but rather extends to any field theory.

There is a link between this chapter and Chap. 4. As mentioned in §2.1.3, one can ob-
tain healthy theories beyond Horndeski by performing a disformal transformation on the
Horndeski theory. However, the known broadest framework of quadratic/cubic DHOST
theories cannot further be extended in a similar manner because it is closed under disfor-
mal transformations. Therefore, to go beyond the existing broadest framework by using
disformal transformations, we have to consider another possibility. A possible way is
to perform a disformal transformation on a nondegenerate scalar-tensor theory, but the
above Theorem implies that the resultant theory is also nondegenerate as long as the
transformation is invertible. Hence, in order to generate a healthy scalar-tensor theory
from a nondegenerate theory, one has to perform noninvertible disformal transformation.
Indeed, by doing so we can obtain a new class of degenerate scalar-tensor theories, as we
will see in Chap. 4.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In §3.1, we provide two examples
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which illustrate the role of (derivative-dependent) invertible transformations. Then in
§3.2, we prove the aforementioned Theorem to clarify the relation between invertible
transformations and EL equations. Furthermore, we present applications of our Theorem
to scalar-tensor theories in §3.3, which include the class of disformal transformations
mentioned above.

3.1 Examples

Before proceeding to general arguments in field theories, we give two examples which are
useful to get a flavor of the Theorem.

3.1.1 Analytical mechanics

First, we consider a simple model in analytical mechanics. Let us start from the La-
grangian

L̃(Ẋ, Ẏ ) =
1

2
Ẋ2 +

1

2
Ẏ 2. (3.2)

As is obvious, the EOMs obtained from this Lagrangian

EX ≡ −Ẍ = 0, EY ≡ −Ÿ = 0, (3.3)

are a pair of second-order ordinary differential equations, and thus we need four initial
conditions, i.e., the system has two DOFs. Now we perform a derivative-dependent frame
transformation with

X = x− ẏ, Y = y. (3.4)

Note that this transformation is invertible: It can be uniquely solved for x, y as

x = X + Ẏ , y = Y. (3.5)

Since X has ẏ in its transformation rule, the new Lagrangian contains a higher-order time
derivative:

L(ẋ, ẏ, ÿ) =
1

2
(ẋ− ÿ)2 +

1

2
ẏ2, (3.6)

and so do the EOMs:

Ex ≡ −ẍ+ y(3) = 0, Ey ≡ −ÿ − x(3) + y(4) = 0. (3.7)

At a first glance, this new system of equations seems to require more initial conditions
than Eq. (3.3), but this is not true. Indeed, one can eliminate the higher derivative terms
by taking linear combinations of the EOMs together with their time derivatives:

Ex + Ėy − Ëx = −ẍ = 0,

Ey − Ėx = −ÿ = 0.
(3.8)
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This system of equations has the same structure as the original one (3.3). Therefore, we
need the same number of initial conditions to fix the dynamics of x, y as in Eq. (3.3). The
above equivalence between the two frames can also be understood as follows. Written in
terms of the original set of variables (X, Y ), the left-hand sides of Eq. (3.7) become

Ex = −Ẍ, Ey = −Ÿ −X(3). (3.9)

Then, they are combined to give EX and EY , i.e., the original set of EOMs (3.3), as

EX = Ex, EY = Ey − Ėx, (3.10)

while (Ex, Ey) is expressed in terms of (EX , EY ) as

Ex = EX , Ey = EY + ĖX . (3.11)

Equations (3.10) and (3.11) imply that the new-frame EOMs written in terms of the old
variables are completely equivalent to the old-frame EOMs. Hence, any solution in the
old frame (X, Y ) is mapped to a solution in the new frame (x, y) and vice versa, meaning
that the two theories (3.2) and (3.6) have a common number of physical DOFs. Note also
the similarity between Eqs. (3.4), (3.5) and Eqs. (3.10), (3.11). We shall clarify the origin
of the similarity in §3.2.

One may notice that the transformation (3.4) basically captures the essential nature of
the disformal transformation (1.4): X and Y loosely correspond to gµν and φ, respectively.
The crucial difference between them is that the disformal transformation is more compli-
cated so that it is not always invertible. When it is invertible, the logic is the same as the
above discussion. On the other hand, a noninvertible disformal transformation generically
maps a scalar-tensor theory to one with a different number of DOFs (see Chap. 4).

3.1.2 Scalar-tensor theory

The second example is the case of scalar-tensor theory. For the Einstein-Hilbert action
with a canonical scalar field φ̃ and some matter fields ΨI ,

S̃[g̃µν , φ̃; Ψ
I ] =

∫

d4x
√

−g̃
[

M2
Pl

2
R̃ − 1

2
∇̃µφ̃∇̃µφ̃− V (φ̃)

]

+ Sm[g̃µν ; Ψ
I ], (3.12)

let us consider the following transformation:

g̃µν = gµν , φ̃ = φ− f(R), (3.13)

where f(R) is an arbitrary function of the Ricci scalar associated with the metric gµν .
The inverse transformation is given by

gµν = g̃µν , φ = φ̃+ f(R̃), (3.14)
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where now R̃ is computed from g̃µν . For this transformation, the original action (3.12) is
transformed as

S[gµν , φ; Ψ
I ] =

∫

d4x
√−g

[

M2
Pl

2
R− 1

2
∇µ (φ− f(R))∇µ (φ− f(R))− V (φ− f(R))

]

+ Sm[gµν ; Ψ
I ]. (3.15)

Introducing a Lagrange multiplier, one can recast this S into the form of

S ′[gµν , φ, χ, λ; Ψ
I ] =

∫

d4x
√−g

[

M2
Pl

2
R− 1

2
∇µϕ∇µϕ− V (ϕ) + λ(χ−R)

]

+ Sm[gµν ; Ψ
I ], ϕ ≡ φ− f(χ), (3.16)

which manifestly yields second-order field equations. The action (3.16), which contains
three scalar fields φ, χ, and λ, describes a specific model of tensor-multiscalar theory
defined in Ref. [75]. Although such a theory has 2 + 3 DOFs in general, the specific
theory defined by S ′ is expected to have only 2 + 1 DOFs as it is obtained via the
invertible transformation (3.13) from the action (3.12) containing only one scalar field.
Actually, we can explicitly show that the EL equations derived from S ′ are completely
equivalent to those derived from the original action S̃ in the following way. The EOMs
obtained from S ′ are

Eµν ≡
1√−g

δS ′

δgµν
= 0, EΦ ≡ 1√−g

δS ′

δΦ
= 0, (Φ = φ, χ, λ), (3.17)

where

Eµν =
M2

Pl

2
Gµν +

1

2
gµν

[

1

2
∇σϕ∇σϕ+ V (ϕ)− λ(χ−R)

]

− 1

2
∇µϕ∇νϕ+∇µ∇νλ− gµν�λ− λRµν −

1

2
Tµν , (3.18)

Eφ = �ϕ− V ′(ϕ), (3.19)

Eχ = λ− f ′(χ) [�ϕ− V ′(ϕ)] , (3.20)

Eλ = χ−R, (3.21)

with Tµν ≡ − 2√−g
δSm

δgµν
being the energy-momentum tensor for the matter fields. The EOM

for the Lagrange multiplier Eλ = 0 implies χ = R. Combining Eφ = 0 and Eχ = 0, one
obtains λ = 0. Thus, the metric EOM Eµν = 0 is written as

M2
Pl

2
Gµν +

1

2
gµν

[

1

2
∇σϕ∇σϕ+ V (ϕ)

]

− 1

2
∇µϕ∇νϕ− 1

2
Tµν = 0. (3.22)

This equation and Eφ = 0 are nothing but the Einstein and Klein-Gordon equations
derived from the original action (3.12) with the replacement φ → ϕ. Hence, for any
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solution (gµν , φ) = (g
(0)
µν , φ(0)) of the original EOMs, the set (gµν , ϕ) = (g

(0)
µν , φ(0)) satis-

fies the new-frame EOMs. Once (gµν , ϕ) is fixed, the solution for the new-frame vari-
ables (gµν , φ, χ, λ) is also fixed as follows:

gµν = g(0)µν , φ = φ(0) + f(R(0)), χ = R(0), λ = 0, (3.23)

whereR(0) denotes the Ricci scalar associated with g
(0)
µν . Therefore, the system of EOMs (3.17)

is essentially the system composed of the Einstein equation (3.22) and the Klein-Gordon
equation Eφ = 0, and thus has the same number of DOFs as the original system.

What we can learn from these simple examples is that, even if we perform a derivative-
dependent transformation to obtain a Lagrangian with higher derivatives, it has the same
number of DOFs as the original one as long as the transformation is invertible. In the
subsequent section, we prove this statement for general field theories in arbitrary dimen-
sions.

3.2 Proof of the Theorem

3.2.1 Setup

Let us consider a general field theory in D-dimensional spacetime:

S =

∫

dDxL[φ],

L[φ] ≡ L(φi, ∂µφ
i, ∂µ∂νφ

i, · · · , ∂(n)φi),
(3.24)

where i = 1, · · · , N labels the fields and ∂(k) ≡ ∂µ1 · · · ∂µk . Transforming φi to a new set
of fields ψi by*1

φi = f i[ψ] ≡ f i(ψj, ∂µψ
j, ∂µ∂νψ

j, · · · , ∂(m)ψ
j), (3.25)

we obtain a new theory, symbolically written as

L′[ψ] ≡ L[f [ψ]], (3.26)

which consists of at most (m + n)th derivatives of ψi. It should be noted that the
transformation (3.25) depends only on ψi and their derivatives evaluated at the same
point in the spacetime. A field transformation between φi and ψi is called invertible if ψi

are uniquely determined from φi and vice versa. As such, Eq. (3.25) can be solved for ψi

in the form of
ψi = gi(φj, ∂µφ

j, ∂µ∂νφ
j, · · · , ∂(ℓ)φj). (3.27)

*1Although in some context it is more natural to begin with the expression of the new variables in
terms of the old ones, i.e., in the form of ψi = gi[φ], we instead start from Eq. (3.25) which is more
convenient for the present purpose.
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Hereafter we require that the number of φ fields be the same as that of ψ fields, because
otherwise one cannot define an invertible transformation between φi and ψi. We also
require that the dynamics of φi is restricted within the codomain of f i.

In general, the transformation law (3.25) could be quite nonlinear. However, as we
shall see below, if the invertibility is considered only locally in field space, the invertibility
of the transformation can be judged within the language of linear algebra. Let us consider
infinitesimal changes δφi, δψi from configurations of φi, ψi that satisfy the relation (3.25).
Then Eq. (3.25) is linearized as

δφi = P̂ i
j δψ

j, (3.28)

where P̂ i
j is a derivative-operator-valued matrix determined from the functional form of

f i:

P̂ i
j =

m
∑

s=0

u
i(s)
j ∂(s), u

i(s)
j ≡ ∂f i

∂(∂(s)ψj)
. (3.29)

A system of equations of the form (3.28) is called linear differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs), since it consists of coupled linear differential and algebraic equations. The solu-
tion to Eq. (3.28) is generically not unique as it may contain integration constants. On
the other hand, if the transformation (3.25) is invertible at least locally, then one can
uniquely solve the system of DAEs (3.28) for δψi in the form of

δψi = Q̂i
jδφ

j, (3.30)

where Q̂i
j is a derivative-operator-valued matrix satisfying*2

P̂ i
j Q̂

j
k = Q̂i

jP̂
j
k = δik, (3.31)

and hence plays the role of the inverse operator of P̂ i
j . In the present chapter, we restrict

ourselves to such a special class of field transformations.

3.2.2 The Theorem

In §3.1, we saw that an invertible transformation does not change the number of physical
DOFs in two simple models. Below we prove the following Theorem for general field
theories:

Theorem. Suppose two sets of fields φi and ψi are related by an invertible transforma-

tion of the form φi = f i[ψ]. If a configuration ψi(0) satisfies the EL equations for ψi, then

its transformation f i[ψ(0)] satisfies the EL equations for φi. Conversely, if a configuration

φi(0) satisfies the EL equations for φi, then its inverse transformation (f−1)i[φ(0)] satisfies

the EL equations for ψi.*3

*2If there exists a derivative-operator-valued matrix Q̂i
j for which Q̂

i
jP̂

j
k = δik, one can prove P̂ i

j Q̂
j
k = δik

and the uniqueness of such Q̂i
j in the same manner as the case of c-number matrices.

*3The symbol (f−1)i[φ] stands for the configuration of ψi that satisfies φi = f i[ψ].
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Proof. Let us consider the variation of the action in two different manners. If we vary
the original action written in terms of φi, then we obtain

δS = δ

∫

dDxL[φ] =

∫

dDx E (φ)
i δφi. (3.32)

Here, E (φ)
i = 0 denote the EOMs for φi. Meanwhile, if we rewrite the action in terms of

ψi by the relation (3.25), the variation yields

δS = δ

∫

dDxL′[ψ] =

∫

dDx E (ψ)
i δψi, (3.33)

where E (ψ)
i = 0 are the EOMs for ψi. Note that, in deriving the EL equations, we have

imposed independent boundary conditions for φi and ψi: ∂(k)φ
i = 0 (k = 0, 1, · · · , n− 1)

and ∂(k′)ψ
i = 0 (k′ = 0, 1, · · · , n+m− 1), respectively. This is because we need only the

relation between the old- and new-frame EL equations obtained in such manner. Now we
impose Eq. (3.28) on δφi and reexpress Eq. (3.32) by δψi:

δS =

∫

dDx E (φ)
i P̂ i

j δψ
j =

∫

dDx
(

P̂ †i
jE (φ)
i

)

δψj. (3.34)

Hereafter φi and ψi are freely replaced with each other via the relation (3.25). Note that,
as a result of integration by parts, here we have the adjoint of P̂ i

j which is defined so that

P̂ †i
jwi =

m
∑

s=0

(−1)s∂(s)

(

u
i(s)
j wi

)

, (3.35)

for any vector function wj. After this, one can compare Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34). Since δψi

are arbitrary, one obtains the following relation between E (φ)
i and E (ψ)

i :

E (ψ)
i = P̂ †j

iE (φ)
j . (3.36)

It should be noted that this relation itself holds even if the transformation is not invertible.
The relation (3.36) can be regarded as the adjoint DAE system to Eq. (3.28). Now

the problem is whether the original set of EOMs E (φ)
i = 0 follows from P̂ †j

iE (φ)
j = 0. To

prove this, one can follow the arguments on the unique solvability of adjoint DAEs given
in Ref. [63].*4 Since the operator matrix P̂ i

j has its inverse Q̂i
j without integral operator,

one can take the adjoint of Eq. (3.31) to obtain

P̂ †i
jQ̂

†j
k = Q̂†i

jP̂
†j
k = δik, (3.37)

*4In Ref. [63], we used the same technique to prove the following theorem on the relation between gauge
fixing and EL equations: In any gauge theory, if a gauge fixing is complete, i.e., the gauge functions are

determined uniquely by the gauge conditions, the EL equations derived from the gauge-fixed action are

equivalent to those derived from the original action supplemented with the gauge conditions.
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which means that the inverse operator of P̂ †i
j is independent of integral operators and

given by Q̂†i
j. In other words, if a DAE system is uniquely solvable, so is its adjoint DAE

system. Therefore, from Eq. (3.36) we obtain

E (φ)
i = Q̂†j

iE (ψ)
j , (3.38)

which is the adjoint DAE system to Eq. (3.30). Multiplying both sides of P̂ †j
iE (φ)
j = 0

by Q̂†i
k yields E (φ)

k = 0. Hence, if a configuration of ψi that satisfies the new set of
EOMs (3.40) is transformed by the relation (3.25), then the resulting configuration of φi

satisfies the original set of EOMs (3.39). Moreover, the opposite direction is also true.
This completes the proof of the Theorem. �

In deriving the relation (3.36), we have not used explicit expressions for the EL equa-
tions in each frame. Although technically more complicated, it is also possible to show
the relation by a direct comparison between the explicit expression of E (φ)

i and that of

E (ψ)
i as follows. The EOMs for φi are formally written as

E (φ)
i ≡ δL[φ]

δφi
=

n
∑

q=0

(−1)q∂(q)v
(q)
i = 0, v

(q)
i ≡ ∂L

∂(∂(q)φi)
. (3.39)

On the other hand, the EOMs for ψi become

E (ψ)
i ≡ δL[f [ψ]]

δψi
=

m+n
∑

p=0

n
∑

q=0

(−1)p∂(p)

[

v
(q)
j

∂(∂(q)f
j)

∂(∂(p)ψi)

]

= 0. (3.40)

Note that E (ψ)
i = 0 is different from what one obtains by substituting Eq. (3.25) into

E (φ)
i = 0, though these two sets of equations are equivalent by virtue of the relation (3.36).

By using the relation*5

∂(∂(q)f
j)

∂(∂(p)ψi)
=

∑

0≤k≤q
0≤p−k≤m

(

q
k

)

∂(q−k)u
j(p−k)
i , (3.41)

the expression of E (ψ)
i becomes

E (ψ)
i =

n
∑

k=0

k+m
∑

p=k

n
∑

q=k

(−1)p
(

q
k

)

∂(p)

[

v
(q)
j ∂(q−k)u

j(p−k)
]

, (3.42)

*5Equation (3.41) can be verified by repeated use of the following identity for Φ[ψ] = ∂(r)f
j [ψ] (r =

0, 1, · · · , q − 1):
∂(∂(1)Φ[ψ])

∂(∂(p)ψi)
= ∂(1)

∂Φ[ψ]

∂(∂(p)ψi)
+

∂Φ[ψ]

∂(∂(p−1)ψ
i)
,

which can be checked by expanding the both sides using the chain rule.
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where we have interchanged the summations. With the aid of the Leibniz rule,

E (ψ)
i =

n
∑

k=0

k+m
∑

p=k

n
∑

q=k

k
∑

r=0

(−1)p
(

q
k

)(

k
r

)

∂(p−k)
[

∂(r)v
(q)
j ∂(q−r)u

j(p−k)
]

=
m
∑

s=0

n
∑

k=0

n
∑

q=k

k
∑

r=0

(−1)k+s
(

q
k

)(

k
r

)

∂(s)

[

∂(r)v
(q)
j ∂(q−r)u

j(s)
]

, (3.43)

where we have defined s ≡ p − k. Interchanging the summations as
∑n

k=0

∑n
q=k

∑k
r=0 =

∑n
q=0

∑q
r=0

∑q
k=r and using the formula

q
∑

k=r

(−1)k
(

q
k

)(

k
r

)

= (−1)qδqr, (3.44)

we finally obtain

E (ψ)
i =

m
∑

s=0

n
∑

q=0

(−1)s+q∂(s)

[

u
j(s)
i ∂(q)v

(q)
j

]

= P̂ †j
iE (φ)
j , (3.45)

which is nothing but Eq. (3.36).

According to the Theorem, if one can define an invertible transformation between φi

and ψi, then the solution space for ψi is mapped to a subspace of the solution space for
φi, and vice versa. Therefore, the two solution spaces have the same number of DOFs.

3.2.3 Remarks

We showed in the previous section that one can recover the original EOMs E (φ)
i = 0 from

the new EOMs P̂ †i
jE (φ)
i = 0 if the field transformation is invertible. Here, P̂ †i

j contains
derivative operators arising from derivatives in the field transformation, which is the origin
of the nontriviality when proving the equivalence between the original- and new-frame
EOMs. To circumvent this problem, one may want to reduce the derivative-dependent
transformation to a transformation without field derivatives by introducing auxiliary fields
and Lagrange multipliers. Naively, such a transformation allows us to obtain the new-
frame EOMs in a more concise form and facilitates the proof of the equivalence between
E (φ)
i = 0 and P̂ †i

jE (φ)
i = 0. However, it is actually not the case for the following reasons.

Let us go back to the Lagrangian (3.24) and the derivative-dependent transforma-
tion (3.27). To remove derivatives from Eq. (3.27), we introduce auxiliary fields χi(s) ≡
χiµ1···µs with Lagrange multipliers λ

(s)
i ≡ λµ1···µsi and obtain the modified Lagrangian as

L̃ ≡ L(φi, ∂µφ
i, · · · , ∂(n)φi) +

ℓ
∑

s=1

λ
(s)
i (χi(s) − ∂(1)χ

i
(s−1)). (3.46)
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Here, ℓ denotes the highest order of derivative in the transformation (3.27), and χi(0) is

understood as φi. The EL equations are

Ẽ (φ)
i ≡ E (φ)

i + ∂µλ
µ
i = 0, (3.47)

Ẽχi
(s)

≡ λ
(s)
i + ∂(1)λ

(s+1)
i = 0, (3.48)

Ẽ
λ
(s)
i

≡ χi(s) − ∂(1)χ
i
(s−1) = 0, (3.49)

where λ
(ℓ+1)
i ≡ 0. Equations (3.48) and (3.49) respectively yield λ

(s)
i = 0 and χi(s) = ∂(s)φ

i,

and thus we obtain E (φ)
i = 0 from Eq. (3.47). Now we formally replace the derivatives

contained in the field transformation (3.27) by χi(s), namely,

ψi = gi(φj, χjµ, · · · , χj(ℓ)). (3.50)

Assuming that χi(s) and λ
(s)
i remain unchanged when transformed into the new frame,

Eq. (3.50) defines an invertible transformation between extended field sets (φi, χi(s), λ
(s)
i )

and (ψi, χi(s), λ
(s)
i ) without field derivatives. This is because the determinant of J ij ≡

∂gi/∂φj is nonvanishing due to the invertibility of the field transformation (3.27).*6 One
may thus expect that

(i) the relation between the old- and new-frame EOMs becomes clearer than considering
the derivative-dependent transformation (3.27), and

(ii) it would alleviate the proof of the equivalence between E (φ)
i = 0 and P̂ †i

jE (φ)
i = 0.

Indeed, (i) is the case. If we perform the transformation (3.50) on the modified La-
grangian (3.46), the variation of the action becomes as

δS̃ =

∫

dDxδL̃ =

∫

dDx
(

Ẽ (φ)
i δφi + Ẽχi

(s)
δχi(s) + Ẽ

λ
(s)
i

δλ
(s)
i

)

=

∫

dDx

[

Ẽ (φ)
i (J−1)ijδψ

j +

(

Ẽχk
(s)

+ Ẽ (φ)
i (J−1)ij

∂gj

∂χk(s)

)

δχk(s) + Ẽ
λ
(s)
i

δλ
(s)
i

]

. (3.51)

Then, the resulting EL equations are

(J−1)ij Ẽ (φ)
i = 0, Ẽχk

(s)
+ (J−1)ij

∂gj

∂χk(s)
Ẽ (φ)
i = 0, Ẽ

λ
(s)
i

= 0, (3.52)

*6The condition det J i
j 6= 0 is only a necessary and not a sufficient condition for the field transformation

to be invertible. For details, see Appendix C.
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which are obviously equivalent to Eqs. (3.47)-(3.49), and thus the original EOMs E (φ)
i = 0.

However, (ii) is not the case since Eq. (3.52) does not address the equivalence between

E (φ)
i = 0 and P̂ †i

jE (φ)
i = 0. Therefore, the idea of removing field derivatives from the field

transformation does not lead to a simpler proof.
There are several other remarks on the Theorem.

• If a given transformation law φi = f i[ψ] can be solved for ψi without integration
constant but with branches of solutions, one can still apply the Theorem by choosing
any one of the branches. For instance, the transformation φ = ψ2 has two inverse
transformations, ψ = ±√

φ. In this case, P̂ = 2ψ and Q̂ = ±1/(2
√
φ). After

choosing either of the branches of Q̂, one can apply the Theorem.

• As mentioned in §3.2.2, the unique solvability of the DAE system (3.28) plays a key
role in the proof of the Theorem. Unfortunately, in general, there is no systematic
way to judge whether a given DAE system is uniquely solvable or not. However, for
N = 1 or D = 1, there exists an algorithm to do this. For the detailed arguments,
see Appendix C.

• The original- and new-frame EL equations (E (φ)
i = 0 and E (ψ)

i = 0) are at most
(2n)th- and (2n + 2m)th-order differential equations, respectively. We have seen
in Eq. (3.38) that the latter can be reduced to the equivalent (2n + m)th-order
differential equations by operating the regular matrix Q̂†i

j. Since the Theorem states
that the DOFs of the reduced equations are the same as the ones of the original-
frame EL equations, it is natural to expect that the reduced equations can be
further reduced to the manifestly equivalent (2n)th-order differential equations by
some manipulations. While the total number of required initial conditions is the
same in both frames, it does not mean EL equations in the new frame are reducible
to the set of equations each of which has the same orders of derivatives as those for
EL equations in the old frame. To see this, let us consider the following Lagrangian
in analytical mechanics depending on (X, Y ):

L̃ =
1

2
Ẋ2 +

1

2
Ẏ 2 +XY. (3.53)

Clearly, the EOMs for (X, Y ),

EX ≡ −Ẍ + Y = 0, EY ≡ −Ÿ +X = 0, (3.54)

are two second-order differential equations, which require four initial conditions.
Now we perform a transformation of variables (X, Y ) → (x, y) defined by

x = EY = X − Ÿ , y = Y, (3.55)
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which has the inverse transformation

X = x+ ÿ, Y = y. (3.56)

Note that x = 0 and is nondynamical by definition. The Lagrangian is then trans-
formed as

L =
1

2
(ẋ+ y(3))2 − 1

2
ẏ2 + xy, (3.57)

where we have performed integration by parts. The EOMs for (x, y) are given by

Ex ≡ −ẍ− y(4) + y = 0, Ey ≡ −x(4) − y(6) + ÿ + x = 0. (3.58)

Due to our Theorem, the EOMs in the new frame are equivalent to those in the old
frame through the relation (3.38) with the replacement (3.56). Indeed,

EX = Ex = −ẍ− y(4) + y = 0,

EY = Ey − Ëx = x = 0.
(3.59)

Hence, the EOMs for (x, y) are x = 0, which is consistent with Eq. (3.55), and a
fourth-order differential equation −y(4) + y = 0 obtained by substituting x = 0 into
EX = 0. As such, the two second-order equations (3.54) are transformed into one
zeroth-order equation and one fourth-order equation. Obviously, the new EOMs
are not reducible to two second-order differential equations. Nevertheless, the two
sets are still related through Eq. (3.36) or Eq. (3.38), and have the same number of
DOFs. In this case, the EOMs in both frames indeed require four initial conditions.
This example demonstrates that in general the old and new sets of EOMs have
different derivative structures.*7 To clarify their structures, one has to investigate
on a case-by-case basis.

• Another thing to note is that if the original theory has gauge symmetries, then
Eq. (3.36) is not the only way to express E (ψ)

i in terms of E (φ)
i . This is because there

exist identities among the EL equations corresponding to the gauge symmetries, i.e.,
Noether identities (see Appendix D for details). If the original theory is invariant
under an infinitesimal gauge transformation in the form of

∆ǫφ
i = Ĝi

Iǫ
I , (3.60)

where I = 1, · · · ,M labels the gauge symmetries, then the Noether identities are
written as

Ĝ†i
IE (φ)

i = 0, (3.61)

*7This type of situation happens whenever one defines an invertible transformation in such a way that
a part of the new fields becomes nondynamical. The above example has a problem that the Hamiltonian
obtained from the Lagrangian (3.53) is not bounded below. Such a model was chosen just for simplicity
in calculation.
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which reduces the dimensionality of the old-frame EOM space by M . Note here
that the number of the gauge symmetries M is smaller than that of the fields N .
Correspondingly, the new system also has gauge symmetries under the infinitesimal
transformation ψi → ψi + ∆ǫψ

i, where ∆ǫψ
i = Q̂i

jĜ
j
Iǫ
I . Therefore, the new-frame

EOMs satisfy the corresponding Noether identities Ĝ†i
IQ̂

†j
iE (ψ)
j = 0, which means

that the new-frame EOM space also has dimension N −M . Even in this case, the
proof of the Theorem still holds since it relies only on the invertibility of P̂ †i

j. On
the other hand, combining Eqs. (3.36) and (3.61), we obtain

E (ψ)
i = (P̂ †j

i + F̂ I
i Ĝ

†j
I)E

(φ)
j ≡ R̂j

iE (φ)
j , (3.62)

with F̂ I
i being an arbitrary derivative-operator-valued matrix. Note that this arbi-

trariness of the relation between the EOMs does not spoil the proof of the Theorem.
For some choice of F̂ I

i , the matrix R̂i
j may become singular, in which case R̂i

j is a
projection operator onto the (N −M)-dimensional constrained surface in the N -
dimensional EOM space defined by the Noether identity (3.61). Nevertheless, the
singularity is not problematic since it is only this constrained surface that is physi-
cally relevant.

Moreover, even if a given transformation is noninvertible and hence P̂ †j
i is singular,

there may exist a matrix F̂ I
i such that R̂j

i is regular. If this is the case, one can

prove the equivalence between E (φ)
i = 0 and E (ψ)

i = 0, and thus the number of DOFs
of the theory remains unchanged by such special noninvertible transformation.

• Before closing this section, let us remark that not all the variables relevant to an in-
vertible transformation have to be dynamical, in which case however the transformed
theory acquires redundant DOFs in general. We consider the following Lagrangian
as an example:

L̃(Ẋ) =
1

2
Ẋ2, (3.63)

with the invertible field transformation of the same form as Eq. (3.4). Note that Y
does not appear in the original Lagrangian (3.63). In this case, the new Lagrangian
takes the form

L(ẋ, ÿ) =
1

2
(ẋ− ÿ)2, (3.64)

which has a gauge symmetry under

x→ x+ ξ̇, y → y + ξ, (3.65)

with ξ being an arbitrary function of time. Once the gauge is completely fixed by
setting y = 0, we recover the original Lagrangian. In other words, introducing a
gauge DOF y to the original theory defined by L̃ is an invertible transformation,
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whose inverse is fixing the gauge completely by setting y = 0 in the resultant new
theory described by L, and vice versa.

This example is related to the Stückelberg formalism for a massive vector field. We
start from the Proca Lagrangian

L̃Proca(Ãµ, ∂λÃµ) = −1

4
F̃µνF̃

µν +m2ÃµÃ
µ, F̃µν ≡ ∂µÃν − ∂νÃµ. (3.66)

One can restore U(1) gauge symmetry via introducing a Stückelberg scalar φ by
promoting

Ãµ → Aµ − ∂µφ, (3.67)

and assuming the following gauge transformation law

Aµ → Aµ + ∂µΛ, φ→ φ+ Λ. (3.68)

Indeed, the new Lagrangian

LProca(Aµ, φ, ∂λAµ, ∂λφ) = −1

4
FµνF

µν +m2(Aµ − ∂µφ)(A
µ − ∂µφ), (3.69)

Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ (3.70)

is invariant under the transformation (3.68). In this case, the replacement (3.67)
can be regarded as an invertible transformation by identifying it as the following
field redefinition:

Ãµ = Aµ − ∂µφ, φ̃ = φ. (3.71)

The inverse transformation is given by

Aµ = Ãµ + ∂µφ̃, φ = φ̃. (3.72)

Hence, as it should be, the Stückelberg formalism just introduces a redundant DOF
and it does not change the number of physical DOFs. On the other hand, imposing
a complete gauge fixing φ = 0 in LProca can be identified as performing an invertible
transformation (3.72) on LProca.

*8

Similarly, in the context of scalar-tensor theories, any additional scalar/vector/tensor
fields can be introduced without changing the number of DOFs. This may be re-
lated to the work [58], which suggested a connection between tensor-multiscalar
theories [75], generalized Proca theories [21], and bimetric theories [24].

*8The Stückelberg trick for general covariance [54, 55] is not so simple as the case of U(1) gauge
symmetry (see §2.1.4). To the best of our knowledge, we cannot express it in the form of invertible
transformation.
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3.3 Applications to scalar-tensor theories

In the previous section, we have shown that the new-frame EL equations can be made
equivalent to the original-frame EL equations by using the regular matrix P̂ †i

j. In this
section, we consider two types of invertible transformations in the context of scalar-tensor
theories and present explicit forms of the matrix P̂ †i

j.

3.3.1 Disformal transformation

Let us consider the disformal transformation

g̃µν = A(φ,X)gµν +B(φ,X)∇µφ∇νφ, φ̃ = φ. (3.73)

One can define the inverse matrix of g̃µν as long as A(A + XB) 6= 0. Note that any
composition of disformal transformations is again a disformal transformation. The neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the invertibility of the disformal transformation is given
by [53]

A(A−XAX −X2BX) 6= 0, (3.74)

which ensures the Jacobian determinant for the metric transformation is nonvanishing.*9

It is notable that the condition A(A + XB) 6= 0, which guarantees the existence of
the inverse matrix g̃µν , automatically follows from Eq. (3.74). In Chap. 4, we study
noninvertible disformal transformations with A−XAX−X2BX = 0 and A(A+XB) 6= 0.

If Eq. (3.74) is the case, the inverse disformal transformation is written as

gµν = Ã(φ̃, X̃)g̃µν + B̃(φ̃, X̃)∇̃µφ̃∇̃νφ̃, φ = φ̃, (3.75)

where ∇̃µ denotes a covariant derivative with respect to g̃µν , and the canonical kinetic
term of the scalar field in the original frame is related to the new variables by

X̃ ≡ g̃µν∇̃µφ̃∇̃νφ̃ =
X

A+XB
. (3.76)

The functional forms of Ã, B̃ are given by the following relation:

Ã(φ̃, X̃) =
1

A(φ̃, X)
, B̃(φ̃, X̃) = −B(φ̃, X)

A(φ̃, X)
, (3.77)

where X should be written in terms of (φ̃, X̃) by solving Eq. (3.76). As it should be, the
solvability of Eq. (3.76) for X is guaranteed by the condition (3.74) as

∂X̃

∂X
=
A−XAX −X2BX

(A+XB)2
6= 0. (3.78)

*9The Jacobian for the metric transformation is nothing but aαβµν in Eq. (3.79) (see also Appendix B).
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As stated in §2.1.3, the known classes of scalar-tensor theories are closed under dis-
formal transformations. This fact explicitly shows that an invertible transformation does
not change the number of physical DOFs. In what follows, we show this for an arbitrary
scalar-tensor theory as an application of our Theorem. For the disformal transforma-
tion (3.73), the linearization yields

[

δg̃µν
δφ̃

]

= P̂

[

δgαβ
δφ

]

, P̂ =

[

aαβµν b̂µν
0 1

]

, (3.79)

where

aαβµν ≡ − (AXgµν + BX∇µφ∇νφ)∇αφ∇βφ+ Aδα(µδ
β
ν), (3.80)

b̂µν ≡ (Aφgµν +Bφ∇µφ∇νφ) + 2
[

Bδσ(µ∇ν)φ+ (AXgµν +BX∇µφ∇νφ)∇σφ
]

∇σ. (3.81)

Similarly, the inverse disformal transformation (3.75) is linearized in the form of

[

δgµν
δφ

]

= Q̂

[

δg̃αβ
δφ̃

]

, Q̂ =

[

cαβµν d̂µν
0 1

]

. (3.82)

Here, the matrix elements cαβµν and d̂µν can be written in terms of (gµν , φ) as

cαβµν ≡ 1

A(A−XAX −X2BX)
(AXgµν +BX∇µφ∇νφ)∇αφ∇βφ+

1

A
δα(µδ

β
ν), (3.83)

d̂µν ≡ −cαβµν b̂αβ. (3.84)

As it should be, this Q̂ defines the inverse matrix of P̂ : One can check that

[

aρσµν b̂µν
0 1

] [

cαβρσ d̂ρσ
0 1

]

=

[

cρσµν d̂µν
0 1

] [

aαβρσ b̂ρσ
0 1

]

=

[

δα(µδ
β
ν) 0

0 1

]

. (3.85)

Now we confirm the equivalence between the old- and new-frame EOMs using the rela-
tion (3.36). Starting from a generic action S̃[g̃µν , φ̃], the EOMs for the metric and the
scalar field are derived as

Ẽµν ≡ δS̃

δg̃µν
= 0, Ẽφ ≡

δS̃

δφ̃
= 0. (3.86)

On the other hand, if the action is written in terms of the new variables as S[gµν , φ], the
resulting EOMs are

Eµν ≡ δS

δgµν
= 0, Eφ ≡

δS

δφ
= 0. (3.87)
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Then the relation (3.36) reads

[

Eαβ
Eφ

]

= P̂ †
[

Ẽµν
Ẽφ

]

, P̂ † =

[

aαβµν 0

b̂†µν 1

]

, (3.88)

where the scalar equation Eφ acquires higher derivative terms due to the contribution b̂†µν Ẽµν .
However, Eq. (3.88) can be solved for the old-frame EOMs as

[

Ẽαβ
Ẽφ

]

= Q̂†
[

Eµν
Eφ

]

, Q̂† =

[

cαβµν 0

d̂†µν 1

]

, (3.89)

which means that the lower-order EOMs (3.86) in the old frame can be recovered from the
higher-order EOMs (3.87) in the new frame. The authors of Ref. [37] gave the same result
based on a heuristic approach, but our method has an advantage that the equivalence
between the old- and new-frame EOMs can be verified in a systematic manner.

3.3.2 Mixing with derivatives of the metric

Contrary to the case of disformal transformations where only the metric is nontrivially
transformed, here we consider a nontrivial transformation of the scalar field, namely,

g̃µν = gµν , φ̃ = F (φ; gµν , ∂λgµν , ∂λ∂σgµν , · · · ), (3.90)

where F is an arbitrary scalar quantity constructed without derivatives of φ. Note that
the transformation (3.90) generalizes the transformation (3.13) in §3.1.2 and it introduces
higher-order derivatives of the metric on a given scalar-tensor theory. If ∂F/∂φ 6= 0, one
can solve F (φ) = φ̃ for φ in the form of

φ = F̃ (φ̃; gµν , ∂λgµν , ∂λ∂σgµν , · · · ), (3.91)

which defines the inverse transformation as

gµν = g̃µν , φ = F̃ (φ̃; g̃µν , ∂λg̃µν , ∂λ∂σg̃µν , · · · ). (3.92)

As we did in the previous section, we check the recoverability of the original-frame
EOMs. Following the prescription, Eq. (3.90) is linearized as

[

δg̃µν
δφ̃

]

= P̂

[

δgαβ
δφ

]

, P̂ =

[

δα(µδ
β
ν) 0

p̂αβ Fφ

]

, p̂αβ ≡
∑

s

∂F

∂(∂(s)gαβ)
∂(s), (3.93)

and its inverse transformation (3.92) as

[

δgµν
δφ

]

= Q̂

[

δg̃αβ
δφ̃

]

, Q̂ =

[

δα(µδ
β
ν) 0

− 1
Fφ
p̂αβ 1

Fφ

]

= P̂−1. (3.94)
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Now we find the relation between the old- and new-frame EOMs in the same manner as
in the previous section:

[

Eαβ
Eφ

]

= P̂ †
[

Ẽµν
Ẽφ

]

, P̂ † =

[

δα(µδ
β
ν) p̂†αβ

0 Fφ

]

. (3.95)

In this case, the metric equation Eαβ becomes of higher order due to the contribu-
tion p̂†αβẼφ. Nevertheless, the new system has the same DOFs as the original one because
the EOMs in the old frame can be recovered as

[

Ẽαβ
Ẽφ

]

= Q̂†
[

Eµν
Eφ

]

, Q̂† =

[

δα(µδ
β
ν) −p̂†αβ 1

Fφ

0 1
Fφ

]

. (3.96)

3.3.3 Possible extensions

We have discussed two types of transformations on scalar-tensor theories separately, but
one can further consider their compositions. Such a composition of transformations gener-
ically takes highly nontrivial form in which the metric and the scalar field are mixed with
each other. For example, the following transformation

g̃µν = e2φgµν , φ̃ = φ+ e−2φ(R− 6X − 6�φ) (3.97)

has its inverse transformation and it is given by

gµν = e−2(φ̃−R̃)g̃µν , φ = φ̃− R̃. (3.98)

As such, the space of invertible transformations on scalar-tensor theories has quite a rich
structure, and one can obtain healthy theories with arbitrarily higher-order derivatives
from a given healthy scalar-tensor theory via invertible transformation.

Moreover, it may be possible to extend the framework of disformal transformation
by including the second derivative of φ, as was suggested in Ref. [53]. Namely, we can
consider a transformation of the metric of the form

g̃µν = Agµν +Bφµφν + Cφµν +Dφλµφλν + · · · , (3.99)

where A, B, C, · · · are arbitrary scalar functions constructed from φ, φµ, and φµν . How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, we do not know any invertible transformation that
has nontrivial dependence on φµν . Therefore, we expect that the number of DOFs would
be changed by such transformations as Eq. (3.99).

So far we have considered only the case of single-field scalar-tensor theories, but multi-
field extension of disformal transformations was introduced in Ref. [71]. For theories with
N scalar fields φI , one can consider the following multi-disformal transformation:

g̃µν = A(φI , XIJ)gµν + BKL(φ
I , XIJ)φKµ φ

L
ν , XIJ ≡ gµνφIµφ

J
ν , (3.100)
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where the functions A and BIJ are chosen so that

A 6= 0 and detDI
J 6= 0, DI

J ≡ AδIJ +XIKBKJ , (3.101)

which guarantees the existence of the inverse metric g̃µν . As shown in Appendix B.3, the
transformation (3.100) has an inverse transformation if and only if the determinant of the
N (N+1)

2
× N (N+1)

2
matrix

J IJ
KL ≡ DI

N

∂

∂XKL

[

(

D−1
)N

M
XMJ

]

(3.102)

is nonvanishing. Then, it follows from the Theorem that a multi-disformal transformation
with this property does not change the DOFs of a given multi-field scalar-tensor theory.

A similar transformation has been discussed even in the context of vector-tensor the-
ories [23], which is of the form

g̃µν = Ω(Y )gµν + Γ(Y )AµAν , Ãµ = Υ(Y )Aµ, (3.103)

where Y is the vector mass term: Y ≡ gµνAµAν . It should be noted that the metric
and the vector field are transformed simultaneously. One can verify that there exists an
inverse transformation of Eq. (3.103) if the functions Ω, Γ, and Υ satisfy

ΩΥΞ 6= 0 and
Υ2

Ξ
6= constant, Ξ ≡ Γ +

Ω

Y
, (3.104)

as shown in Appendix B.4. Hence, a vector disformal transformation that meets the
condition (3.104) does not change the number of DOFs of vector-tensor theories.



Chapter 4

Noninvertible transformation

Among healthy single-field scalar-tensor theories in four dimensions, the known broadest
framework is the quadratic/cubic DHOST theories [18–20], whose action is at most cubic
order in the second derivative of the scalar field. Disformal transformations are known
as a useful tool to obtain a scalar-tensor theory from another one, but it does not help
discovering unknown theories since a disformal transformation of quadratic/cubic DHOST
theories belongs to the same class. In this sense, it is impossible to generate new healthy
theories from known ones via disformal transformation.

In light of this situation, it is intriguing to study whether a new class of healthy
scalar-tensor theories can be generated from nondegenerate theories that contain extra
DOFs. This cannot be achieved by invertible transformation since it does not change the
number of physical DOFs, as our Theorem in the previous chapter suggests. However, the
possibility is still open for noninvertible transformations. In this context, an interesting
theory is mimetic gravity [34] (see Ref. [35] for a review). This theory is obtained from
the Einstein-Hilbert action of GR by performing the following noninvertible conformal
transformation:*1

g̃µν = −Xgµν , (4.1)

where g̃µν and gµν denote respectively the metrics of the original frame (namely, the GR
frame) and the new frame. This theory can mimic the behavior of pressureless dust in
GR [34] and thus is one of the candidates for dark matter. The above formulation of
mimetic gravity can be straightforwardly extended by generalizing the “seed” action of
the original frame to that of a scalar-tensor theory such as the Horndeski theory [37].
The noninvertibility of the transformation (4.1) is manifested by the fact that the right-
hand side of Eq. (4.1) is invariant under the conformal transformation gµν → Ω2gµν , with
Ω being an arbitrary function of spacetime. Although the resultant theory written in
terms of (gµν , φ) has higher-order derivatives of φ, the authors of Ref. [76] performed

*1Although the use of the word “singular” would be more appropriate than “noninvertible” for the
transformation (4.1), we use the latter in connection with Chap. 3.

35
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a Hamiltonian analysis to show that the theory has only three DOFs due to the local
conformal symmetry introduced by the transformation (4.1). Remarkably, theories with
3 DOFs could be obtained even if one starts from a large class of nondegenerate higher-
order scalar-tensor theories instead of GR or healthy scalar-tensor theories with 3 DOFs.
Indeed, the author of Ref. [41] performed a Hamiltonian analysis of the mimetic theory
resulting from

S =

∫

d4x
√−g

[

M2
Pl

2
R+ f(�φ)

]

, (4.2)

with f being an arbitrary scalar function, and proved that the model has at most three
DOFs.*2 (Note here that it might be more appropriate to use the notation like R̃ etc. to
write the seed action, but we do not do so in order to avoid too many tildes. Therefore,
to generate a mimetic theory one should replace gµν in the seed action by −Xgµν .) In
the fluid description, such higher derivative terms typically introduce imperfectness [38]
and the scalar DOF acquires a nonzero sound speed [39], which may solve some of the
small-scale problems like the missing-satellite problem and the core-cusp problem [40].

In the present chapter, we consider generic scalar-tensor theories that could possess an
unwanted extra DOF as a generalization of Eq. (4.2), and perform the noninvertible trans-
formation (4.1) on them, as suggested in Ref. [78]. We show explicitly that the extended
mimetic gravity models obtained thus have at most three DOFs based on a Hamiltonian
analysis. This turns out to be true also for models obtained via noninvertible disformal
transformation that is more general than (4.1) (see Appendix B.2). Due to the diver-
sity of the original theories, many of the mimetic theories lie outside the quadratic/cubic
DHOST class and they cannot be obtained by disformal transformation of any known class
of healthy scalar-tensor theories. Nevertheless, such mimetic theories have a problem with
cosmological perturbations: It was demonstrated in Refs. [79,80] that the mimetic model
obtained from the action of the form (4.2) has ghost/gradient instabilities in cosmological
perturbations. The simplest version of mimetic gravity is closely related to the low-energy
limit of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [81, 82], and the same instability was also pointed out in
the latter context in Ref. [83]. Concerning this point, the authors of Ref. [84] developed
an effective theory of cosmological perturbations in mimetic theories and showed that the
instability can be cured by introducing nonminimal derivative couplings to gravity. In
this chapter, we also study the linear stability of cosmological perturbations in our ex-
tended mimetic gravity and show that the models obtained in the aforementioned manner
generically exhibit the very same problem of ghost/gradient instabilities (except for the
special case in which scalar perturbations appear to be strongly coupled).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In §4.1, we begin with presenting the
general seed action which we use to generate a variety of mimetic gravity theories and
then perform the ADM decomposition of the seed action. Then, in §4.2 we transform

*2Strictly speaking, the author of Ref. [41] used an alternative formulation of mimetic gravity proposed
in Ref. [77] (see §4.2.2).
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the seed action to its mimetic counterpart via the noninvertible conformal transforma-
tion (4.1), and analyze the resultant theory in the language of the Hamiltonian formalism.
Cosmological perturbations in the extended mimetic gravity models are discussed in §4.3.

4.1 ADM form of the seed scalar-tensor theory

4.1.1 The seed action

Generalizing the action (4.2), we start from the following seed theory:

S =

∫

d4x
√−g [f2R+ f3Gµν∇µ∇νφ+ F (gµν , φ,∇µφ,∇µ∇νφ)] , (4.3)

where f2 and f3 are arbitrary functions of (φ,X), and F denotes any scalar quantity
constructed from the metric, the scalar field, and its derivatives up to second order. Note
that the couplings to the curvature tensors are the same as those found in the Horndeski
theory [see Eq. (2.5)].

Using the action of the form (4.3) as a seed, we perform the noninvertible conformal
transformation

gµν → g̃µν = −Xgµν , (4.4)

where g̃µν is identified as the metric in the original frame (4.3), while gµν is now the metric
of the new theory. It should be noted that the resultant action is also of the form (4.3)
(see Appendix B). The transformation (4.4) is noninvertible as the right-hand side is
invariant under conformal transformation of gµν . As a result, the new theory acquires
a local conformal symmetry.*3 See the recent paper by Horndeski [85] for conformally
invariant scalar-tensor theories that are flat space compatible, i.e., such that one can take
the limit gµν → ηµν and φ → constant. In general, one could consider noninvertible dis-
formal transformations other than Eq. (4.4). However, as far as our purpose is concerned,
we lose no generality by restricting ourselves to the transformation (4.4) since any non-
invertible disformal transformation can be recast in this form. This point is addressed in
Appendix B.

In Eq. (4.3) we consider only particular couplings between the scalar field and the
curvature tensors, i.e., f2(φ,X)R and f3(φ,X)Gµν∇µ∇νφ. Other types of couplings such
as R(�φ)2, f(φ,X)�R, etc. would give rise to unwanted extra DOFs in the resultant
mimetic theory. This point will become clear in the Hamiltonian analysis below: If one
considers the couplings other than the first two terms in Eq. (4.3), then one would be
forced to introduce some new velocities, leading to the extra DOFs (see §4.2.2). For

*3In this sense, the noninvertible conformal transformation resembles the Stückelberg trick mentioned in
§3.2.3, which restores U(1) gauge symmetry of a vector field. A crucial difference is the (non)invertibility
of the transformation law.
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the same reason, we do not include third or higher derivatives of φ in Eq. (4.3). Thus,
Eq. (4.3) would be a minimal seed theory whose mimetic gravity counterpart has at most
3 DOFs.

The class of theories defined by Eq. (4.3) includes all the known healthy scalar-tensor
theories that possess general covariance, such as the Horndeski theory [14], GLPV theo-
ries [17], and quadratic/cubic DHOST theories [18–20]. Such healthy theories correspond
to specific choices of the functions f2, f3, and F . However, for generic functions, the seed
theory (4.3) in its original frame would have Ostrogradsky ghosts. Nevertheless, as we
will show, the noninvertible transformation (4.4) makes the resultant theory degenerate,
leaving only 3 DOFs.

4.1.2 ADM decomposition

To proceed to a Hamiltonian analysis, we first express the seed action (4.3) in the ADM
form and then perform the conformal transformation (4.4) written in terms of the ADM
variables. In this subsection we present some technical detail for recasting Eq. (4.3) into
the ADM form.

In addition to the usual ADM variables, we also introduce the following variables
associated with time derivatives of the scalar field as in Ref. [62]:

A∗ ≡ nµ∇µφ =
φ̇−N iDiφ

N
, (4.5)

V∗ ≡ nµnν∇µ∇νφ =
Ȧ∗ −DiφDiN −N iDiA∗

N
. (4.6)

Below, we will introduce a Lagrange multiplier and regard A∗ as an auxiliary variable
which satisfies Eq. (4.5) dynamically so that second-order time derivatives do not appear
explicitly in the action. Then, V∗ plays the role of the velocity of A∗. Using A∗, the scalar
kinetic term X is written as

X = −A2
∗ +DiφDiφ. (4.7)

It is worth emphasizing here that the unitary gauge φ = t is not imposed from the
beginning since it would be misleading in some cases [18, 62]. Nevertheless, in the case
of mimetic gravity, it turns out that the number of physical DOFs is not changed by the
unitary gauge fixing, as we will see in §4.2.2.

With these notations, one can decompose ∇µφ and ∇µ∇νφ as

∇µφ = hiµDiφ− nµA∗, (4.8)

∇µ∇νφ = hi(µh
j
ν)(DiDjφ− A∗Kij)− 2hi(µnν)(DiA∗ −KijD

jφ) + nµnνV∗. (4.9)
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These decompositions allow us to recast the third term of the action (4.3) in the form
∫

d4x
√−gF (gµν , φ,∇µφ,∇µ∇νφ)

=

∫

dtd3x
[

N
√
γLF (γij, φ, A∗;Kij, V∗;Di) + Λ(NA∗ +N iDiφ− φ̇)

]

, (4.10)

where the concrete form of LF depends on that of F , and the last term with a Lagrange
multiplier Λ fixes A∗ so that it satisfies Eq. (4.5).

The first two terms in Eq. (4.3) involving the curvature tensors can be written in the
ADM form by using the Gauss/Codazzi/Ricci equations. To simplify the manipulation,
we first perform integration by parts to move one of the derivative operators acting on φ
to f3. Then, the result is given as follows:
∫

d4x
√−g (f2R+ f3Gµν∇µ∇νφ) =

∫

d4x
√−g (f2R− Gµν∇µφ∇νf3)

=

∫

dtd3xN
√
γ

{

f2
(

R +K2
ij −K2

)

− 2Kf2⊥ − 2DiDif2

− 1

2

(

R−K2
ij +K2

)

A∗f3⊥ −
[

Rij −
1

2

(

R +K2
kl −K2

)

γij

]

DiφDjf3

+
(

Kγij −Kij
) (

2Kk
i DkφDjf3 + f3⊥DiDjφ+ A∗DiDjf3

)

+DiDj

(

DiφDjf3
)

−DiD
i
(

DjφD
jf3

)

+ Λ(NA∗ +N iDiφ− φ̇)

}

. (4.11)

Here, for a scalar function f(φ,X) we have defined

f⊥(γij, φ, A∗;Kij, V∗;Di) ≡ nµ∇µf

= fφA∗ − 2fX
(

KijD
iφDjφ+ A∗V∗ −DiφDiA∗

)

. (4.12)

Putting Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) together, one finds that the total action (4.3) can be written
in the form

S =

∫

dtd3x
[

N
√
γL0(γij, Rij, φ, A∗;Kij, V∗;Di) + Λ(NA∗ +N iDiφ− φ̇)

]

, (4.13)

where the dependence of L0 on N,N i is encapsulated in Kij and V∗. Note that in the
actual expression of L0 the spatial derivative Di does not act on Kij or V∗.

4.2 Extended mimetic gravity

4.2.1 Hamiltonian analysis

In the previous section, we have written the seed action (4.3) in terms of the ADM
variables to obtain Eq. (4.13). Now we move from the original frame (4.13) to another by
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performing the noninvertible conformal transformation (4.4), and thereby generate new
mimetic gravity actions.

Under the transformation (4.4), the 3-dimensional quantities are transformed as fol-
lows:

Ñ =
√
−XN, Ñ i = N i, γ̃ij = −Xγij, Ã∗ =

1√
−XA∗, (4.14)

R̃ij = Rij +
3

4X2
DiXDjX − 1

2X
DiDjX + γij

(

1

4X2
DkXD

kX − 1

2X
DkD

kX

)

, (4.15)

K̃ij =
√
−X

[

Kij −
1

X
γij

(

KklD
kφDlφ+ A∗V∗ −DkφDkA∗

)

]

, (4.16)

Ṽ∗ = − 1

X2

(

A∗KijD
iφDjφ+ V∗D

iφDiφ−DiφDjφDiDjφ
)

, (4.17)

where original-frame variables are now denoted with tildes. Note that the original-frame
scalar kinetic term X̃ is mapped to a constant:

X̃ = g̃µν∇̃µφ∇̃νφ = − 1

X
gµν∂µφ∂νφ = −1, (4.18)

which immediately leads to ∇̃λX̃ = 2g̃µν∇̃µφ∇̃ν∇̃λφ = 0. This means that any scalar
quantity that contains a contraction of ∇̃µφ and ∇̃µ∇̃νφ vanishes in the new frame.

It should be noted that in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) the velocity dependence appears only
through the particular combination

Vij ≡ Kij +
V∗
A∗
γij, (4.19)

which is a consequence of the conformal symmetry introduced by performing the nonin-
vertible conformal transformation (4.4). In terms of this Vij, Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) can
be written as

K̃ij =
√
−X

[(

δki δ
l
j −

DkφDlφ

X
γij

)

Vkl +
DkφDkA∗

X
γij

]

, (4.20)

Ṽ∗ = − 1

X2
DiφDjφ (A∗Vij −DiDjφ) . (4.21)

As a side remark, the following identity holds,

Ṽij =
√
−XVij −

(

Dkφ

A∗
Dk

√
−X

)

γij, (4.22)

which will be used later. Substituting Eqs. (4.14), (4.15), (4.20), and (4.21) to the seed
action (4.13), we finally arrive at the action in the new frame:

S =

∫

dtd3x
[

N
√
γLM(γij, Rij, φ, A∗;Vij;Di) + Λ(NA∗ +N iDiφ− φ̇)

]

. (4.23)
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For a technical purpose, we introduce auxiliary variables Bij with Lagrange multipli-
ers λij and rewrite the action as

S = SM[N, γij, φ, A∗, Bij] +

∫

dtd3x
[

Λ(NA∗ +N iDiφ− φ̇) +Nλij(Bij − Vij)
]

, (4.24)

SM[N, γij, φ, A∗, Bij] ≡
∫

dtd3xN
√
γLM(γij, Rij, φ, A∗;Bij;Di). (4.25)

Here, the lapse function N in front of λij was introduced so that the resultant Hamilto-
nian is linear in N and N i. In the following, we perform a Hamiltonian analysis of the
theory (4.24). We define the canonical pairs as follows:

(

N, N i, γij, φ, A∗, Bij, Λ, λij

πN , πi, πij, pφ, p∗, pij, P, Pij

)

. (4.26)

These variables form a 50-dimensional phase space.
The canonical momenta are calculated from the action (4.24) in the standard manner.

Since the action does not contain the velocities of N,N i, Bij,Λ, and λ
ij, the corresponding

canonical momenta vanish:

πN = πi = pij = P = Pij = 0, (4.27)

which provides primary constraints. The canonical momenta for γij, φ, and A∗ are given
by

πij =
δS

δγ̇ij
= −1

2
λij, (4.28)

pφ =
δS

δφ̇
= −Λ, (4.29)

p∗ =
δS

δȦ∗
= − 1

A∗
γijλ

ij. (4.30)

These expressions for the canonical momenta yield further primary constraints as

π̄ij ≡ πij +
1

2
λij ≈ 0, (4.31)

p̄φ ≡ pφ + Λ ≈ 0, (4.32)

C ≡ A∗p∗ − 2γijπ
ij ≈ 0. (4.33)

It should be noted that C is the generator of conformal transformation. This relation
between πij and p∗ comes from Eq. (4.19) with the identity

A∗
∂Vij

∂Ȧ∗
= 2γkl

∂Vij
∂γ̇kl

. (4.34)
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To see the first-class nature of C, we construct a linear combination with Pij so that the
resultant constraint weakly Poisson commutes with all the other primary constraints:

C̄ ≡ C + 2λijPij = A∗p∗ − 2γijπ
ij + 2λijPij. (4.35)

Note that the discussion so far does not depend on whether the original seed theory (4.13)
is degenerate or not. It might be possible that the resultant mimetic theory (4.24) pos-
sesses additional primary constraints which have not been specified above, but it has
nothing to do with the (non)degeneracy of the original theory.

Now the total Hamiltonian is obtained as

HT =

∫

d3x
(

NH +N iHi + µNπN + µiπi + µijπ̄
ij + uφp̄φ

+ u∗C̄ + uijp
ij + UP + U ijPij

)

, (4.36)

where

H ≡ −√
γLM(γij, Rij, φ, A∗;Bij;Di) + 2πijBij + pφA∗ −

√
γDi

(

p∗√
γ
Diφ

)

, (4.37)

Hi ≡ −2
√
γDj

(

πij√
γ

)

+ pφDiφ+ p∗DiA∗ + pjkDiBjk − 2
√
γDj

(

pjk√
γ
Bik

)

. (4.38)

Note that the last two terms inHi are proportional to p
ij, which vanishes on the constraint

surface. Nevertheless, we keep these terms because they generate an infinitesimal spatial
diffeomorphism of Bij.

Let us calculate the time evolution of the primary constraints. It is easy to see that
the time evolution of π̄ij, p̄φ, P , and Pij fixes the Lagrange multipliers U ij, U , uφ, and
µij, respectively. The time evolution of πN , πi, p

ij leads to

π̇N = {πN , HT}P ≈ −H, (4.39)

π̇i = {πi, HT}P ≈ −Hi, (4.40)

ṗij =
{

pij, HT

}

P
≈ N

(√
γ
∂LM

∂Bij

− 2πij
)

, (4.41)

where we have used the fact that the derivatives of Bij do not appear in LM. Therefore,
we find secondary constraints as

H ≈ 0, Hi ≈ 0, ϕij ≡ √
γ
∂LM

∂Bij

− 2πij ≈ 0. (4.42)

Note that the time evolution of C̄ does not yield a new constraint because its Poisson
bracket with the total Hamiltonian is written only by the constraints:

˙̄C =
{

C̄, HT

}

P

= −NH +NBijϕ
ij + ∂i

[

N
Diφ

A∗

(

γjkϕ
jk − C

)

+N iC
]

− 2µijπ̄
ij + 2U ijPij ≈ 0, (4.43)
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where we have used the Noether identity with respect to the conformal symmetry (D.20).
Having obtained all the secondary constraints, let us consider their time evolution.

Assuming that LM depends at least quadratically on Bij, the time evolution of ϕij fixes
the Lagrange multiplier uij. To discuss the evolution ofH andHi, we first note thatH ≈ 0
and Hi ≈ 0 are expected to correspond to the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints,
respectively. Let us define smeared quantities as

HL[N ] ≡
∫

d3xNH, HS[N i] ≡
∫

d3xN iHi, (4.44)

where N and N i are arbitrary test functions (and not the lapse function and the shift
vector). One can check that all the primary constraints Poisson commute with HL[N ]
and HS[N i]. With some manipulation, the Poisson brackets between HL[N ] and HS[N i]
are found to be identical to those in GR,

{

HS[N i], HS[Mi]
}

P
= HS[N jDjMi −MjDjN i], (4.45)

{

HS[N i], HL[M]
}

P
= HL[N iDiM], (4.46)

where we have used the Noether identity associated with 3-dimensional diffeomorphism (D.17).*4

The explicit calculation of {HL[N ], HL[M]}P is lengthy and tedious, and therefore we skip
it. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to conclude that H ≈ 0 and Hi ≈ 0 are first-class con-
straints corresponding to general covariance and their time evolution does not yield any
new constraint. See Ref. [62] for the related discussion on this point.

To sum up, we have obtained the set of constraints as follows:

9 first-class : πN , πi, C̄,H,Hi,
26 second-class : π̄ij, p̄φ, p

ij, P, Pij, ϕ
ij.

(4.47)

These constraints reduce the phase-space dimension and

1

2
(50− 9× 2− 26) = 3 DOFs (4.48)

are left, which means that there is no unwanted extra DOF. Note that this is the maximum
possible number of physical DOFs that the theory (4.24) has. Even if the evolution of ϕij

yields some additional constraint as opposed to the above argument, it never increases the
number of DOFs. Note also that the original theory (4.3) could have a different number
of physical DOFs. The above result holds irrespective of whether we start from GR with
two DOFs (as in original mimetic gravity [34]) or generic nondegenerate higher-order
scalar-tensor theories with four DOFs.

*4When we apply the Noether identity (D.17), we may replace the lapse function N with a scalar test
function M in HL[M].
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4.2.2 Remarks

Several remarks are in order. First, we restricted ourselves to the case where the curvature
tensors appear only in the form of f2(φ,X)R and f3(φ,X)Gµν∇µ∇νφ, since otherwise
additional velocities must be introduced. For example, in the case of mimetic f(R)
gravity [36], one has to introduce a new velocity VK ≡ nµ∇µK in addition to Kij and
V∗. This results in an undesired extra DOF, which cannot be killed by the constraint
corresponding to the conformal symmetry [84]. The situation is similar if we include
higher-order derivatives of φ in the action.

Second, let us comment on the relation between our extended mimetic gravity models
and quadratic/cubic DHOST theories. For a generic choice of the function F in the seed
action (4.3), the resultant mimetic action has terms of quartic or higher order in ∇µ∇νφ,
which cannot be reached from the quadratic/cubic DHOST class via any disformal trans-
formation. On the other hand, as it should be, if F is of at most cubic order in ∇µ∇νφ,
the corresponding mimetic model falls into the quadratic/cubic DHOST class [44]. Now
we perform the transformation (4.4) on the action (2.20). It should be noted that the
old-frame coefficients, which are originally functions of (φ, X̃), are now interpreted as
functions only of φ because X̃ = −1 [see Eq. (4.18)]. Moreover, with the aid of this
constraint on X̃, the term with the Einstein tensor in the action (4.3) can be integrated
by parts to give

∫

d4x
√

−g̃f̃3G̃µν∇̃µ∇̃νφ

=

∫

d4x
√

−g̃
{

−f̃3φ
[

1

2
R̃+

(

�̃φ
)2 −

(

∇̃µ∇̃νφ
)2

]

+ f̃3φφφ

}

, (4.49)

from which we see that the contribution of the f̃3 term can be absorbed into f̃2, ã1, ã2, and
F̃0. Thus, we set f̃3 = 0 from the beginning without loss of generality. The new-frame ac-
tion also belongs to the same class of theories as the original one, and the functions f2, ai, bj
are written in terms the old-frame functions f̃2, ãi, b̃j as follows:

f2 = −Xf̃2, (4.50)

a1 = ã1, a2 = ã2, a3 =
2

X
(ã1 + 2ã2) ,

a4 = − 2

X

(

ã1 + 3f̃2

)

, a5 =
2

X2
(ã1 + 2ã2) ,

(4.51)

b1 = − 1

X
b̃1, b2 = − 1

X
b̃2, b3 = − 1

X
b̃3, b4 = − 2

X2

(

3b̃1 + b̃2

)

,

b5 =
2

X2
b̃2, b6 = − 1

X2

(

2b̃2 + 3b̃3

)

, b7 =
3

X2
b̃3, b8 =

1

X3

(

4b̃2 + 3b̃3

)

,

b9 = − 3

X3

(

4b̃1 + 2b̃2 + b̃3

)

, b10 = − 2

X4

(

4b̃1 + 2b̃2 + b̃3

)

.

(4.52)
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Note that there is no contribution of ã3, ã4, ã5, or b̃4, · · · , b̃10 because the corresponding
building blocks contain ∇̃µφ∇̃µ∇̃νφ which is mapped to zero by the transformation (4.4).
Since the resultant mimetic theory has at most three DOFs (see §4.2.1), it must be a
DHOST theory. Indeed, one can show that this theory is represented as a combination of
2N-III and 3M-I theories in the terminology of Ref. [20], and hence is degenerate.

The third comment is on an alternative formulation of mimetic gravity. It was pointed
out in Ref. [77] that imposing the constraint X = −1 (the mimetic constraint), as im-
plied by Eq. (4.18), leads to a theory which is equivalent to the one obtained via the
noninvertible transformation (4.4). Note that Eq. (4.4) reads g̃µν = gµν when one sets
X = −1, which means that imposing the constraint X = −1 after performing the trans-
formation (4.4) generates the same theory as the one obtained by imposing X̃ = −1 from
the beginning in the original frame. In the Lagrangian formalism, the equivalence between
the two formulations can directly be verified by comparing the EOMs. In contrast, in the
language of the Hamiltonian analysis in §4.2.1, one could regard the mimetic constraint as
a gauge condition that completely fixes the conformal gauge DOF. Thus, we could safely
impose the constraint X = −1 from the beginning, which would significantly simplify the
analysis. For related arguments on eliminating ghost DOFs by constraints, see Ref. [86].

Finally, we discuss the issue of the unitary gauge. In the previous section, we did not
fix the coordinate system and performed the Hamiltonian analysis maintaining general
covariance. However, in many cases, it is convenient to impose the unitary gauge φ =
t. Note that this gauge choice is compatible with the mimetic constraint (4.18), which
ensures that ∇µφ is timelike. Let us see that the number of DOFs of mimetic gravity does
not change due to the unitary gauge fixing. Under the unitary gauge with the mimetic
constraint, one has N = 1, A∗ = 1, and V∗ = 0. The action of mimetic gravity (4.23)
then reduces to

Sunitary =

∫

dtd3x
√
γL(γij, Rij, t;Kij;Di). (4.53)

The canonical variables are (N i, γij; πi, π
ij), which form an 18-dimensional phase space. If

the Lagrangian L is nondegenerate, i.e., det (∂2L/∂Kij∂Kkl) 6= 0, we obtain the primary
constraints πi ≈ 0, and then they lead to the momentum constraints Hi ≈ 0, with no
further constraints. All these six constraints are first class and they reduce the phase-space
dimension to yield

1

2
(18− 6× 2) = 3 DOFs. (4.54)

This is consistent with the analysis without unitary gauge fixing. On the contrary, if L
is degenerate, one obtains additional constraints on πij. This is different from the case
considered in the Hamiltonian analysis in §4.2.1, as the degeneracy of L in Eq. (4.53)
implies that LM in Eq. (4.23) is also degenerate. Thus, we see that the two analyses (with
or without unitary gauge fixing) give consistent results in the present context of mimetic
theories.
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4.3 Cosmological perturbations

The large generalization of mimetic gravity we have obtained has 3 DOFs and hence is
free from obvious instabilities of Ostrogradsky ghosts. This does not mean, however, that
general mimetic theories are phenomenologically viable. To see this point, let us analyze
perturbations around the flat FLRW background in the mimetic gravity models.

According to the last two remarks in §4.2.2, we may take safely the unitary gauge
to write φ = t and impose the constraint X = −1 in the action (4.3), with which the
calculation is simplified drastically. As a consequence of φ = t and X = −1, any function
of (φ,X) can be regarded as a function of t only. We also have N = 1 since X is written
in terms of N as X = −1/N2 in the unitary gauge. Therefore, the ADM form (4.11) of
the first two terms in the action (4.3) reduces to

∫

d4x
√−g (f2R+ f3Gµν∇µ∇νφ)

=

∫

dtd3x
√
γ

[(

f2 −
1

2
ḟ3

)

R +

(

f2 +
1

2
ḟ3

)

(

K2
ij −K2

)

− 2ḟ2K

]

. (4.55)

As for the third term in Eq. (4.3), its ADM representation (4.10) is now written in terms
of scalar quantities composed of γij and Kij, i.e., it can be expressed as a function of
Kn ≡ Ki1

i2
Ki2
i3
· · ·Kin

i1
(n = 1, 2, · · · , ℓ):

∫

d4x
√−gF (gµν , φ,∇µφ,∇µ∇νφ) =

∫

dtd3x
√
γF̂(t,K,K2,K3, · · · ,Kℓ), (4.56)

where note that K1 = K. Combining Eqs. (4.55) and (4.56), we obtain the following
action for the mimetic counterpart of the theory (4.3):

S =

∫

dtd3x
√
γ

[(

f2 −
1

2
ḟ3

)

R + F(t,K,K2,K3, · · · ,Kℓ)

]

, (4.57)

F ≡ F̂ +

(

f2 +
1

2
ḟ3

)

(

K2 −K2
)

− 2ḟ2K. (4.58)

It is useful to define the first and second derivatives of F as

Fn ≡ ∂F
∂Kn

, Fmn ≡ ∂2F
∂Km∂Kn

, (4.59)

respectively.
Now we substitute the following metric ansatz to the action (4.57),

N = 1, Ni = ∂iχ, γij = a2(t)e2ζ
(

eh
)

ij
= a2e2ζ

(

δij + hij +
1

2
hikhjk + · · ·

)

, (4.60)
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where χ and ζ are scalar perturbations and hij denotes a transverse-traceless tensor
perturbation. The background EOM is given by

Ṗ + 3HP − F = 0, P ≡
ℓ

∑

n=1

nHn−1Fn, (4.61)

where H ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and Fn are evaluated at the background, Kn =
3Hn. This equation will be used to simplify the expressions of the quadratic actions for
the tensor and scalar perturbations.

The quadratic action for the tensor perturbation hij is given by

S
(2)
T =

∫

dtd3x
a3

4

[

Bḣ2ij − E (∂khij)
2

a2

]

, (4.62)

where

B ≡
ℓ

∑

n=2

n(n− 1)

2
Hn−2Fn, E = f2 −

1

2
ḟ3. (4.63)

The tensor perturbations are stable provided that B > 0 and E > 0.
The quadratic action for the scalar perturbations ζ and χ is

S
(2)
S =

∫

dtd3xa3

[

3

2
(3A+ 2B)ζ̇2 + 2E (∂kζ)

2

a2

+
1

2
(A+ 2B)

(

∂2χ

a2

)2

− (3A+ 2B)ζ̇ ∂
2χ

a2

]

, (4.64)

where we have used the background EOM (4.61) and defined

A ≡
ℓ

∑

m=1

ℓ
∑

n=1

mnHm+n−2Fmn. (4.65)

The EOM for χ can be solved to give

∂2χ

a2
=

3A+ 2B
A+ 2B ζ̇ , (4.66)

where we have assumed that A + 2B 6= 0. Substituting Eq. (4.66) to the action (4.64),
we obtain

S
(2)
S = 2

∫

dtd3x a3
[B(3A+ 2B)

A+ 2B ζ̇2 + E (∂kζ)
2

a2

]

. (4.67)

Written in this form, one notices that the stability condition for the tensor perturbations,
E > 0, is not compatible with the stability of the scalar perturbation, E < 0. This
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indicates that either of the tensor or scalar perturbations exhibits gradient instabilities,
even if one circumvents ghosts by choosing the coefficients in front of the time derivative
terms in Eqs. (4.62) and (4.67) to be positive. This result generalizes what was found in
Refs. [79, 80, 84], and we have thus established that all the mimetic gravity models with
3 DOFs obtained so far are plagued with ghost/gradient instabilities on a cosmological
background (except for the special case of nondynamical scalar perturbations mentioned
below). To circumvent this problem, one must design the models so that the timescale
of the instability is longer than the age of the Universe. It is worth noting that the
terms of the form ∼ RK introduced in Refs. [84,87] to resolve this problem are not fully
satisfactory, because now it is clear from the covariant analysis of the present chapter that
such terms give rise to unwanted extra DOFs on a general background.

Let us now comment on the Hamiltonian structure of the mimetic theories. As was
pointed out in Refs. [67, 76], the Hamiltonian (4.36) evaluated on the constraint surface
depends only linearly on pφ, which leads to Ostrogradsky-like instability [88]. The above
ghost/gradient instabilities presumably originate from this linear momentum.

It should be noted that the linear momentum can be removed by adding terms like
F0(φ,X) and F1(φ,X)�φ to the mimetic Lagrangian. The 3-DOF nature of the ex-
tended mimetic theories is not changed by these terms since they do not contribute to
the kinetic matrix. It should be noted that such terms generically break the conformal
symmetry of the mimetic theories. The only change in the above Hamiltonian analysis
is the nature of the primary constraint C: Its time evolution generates a new secondary
constraint (hereafter called D) and both C and D are second class, which is related to the
broken conformal symmetry. Since this new constraint D fixes the linear momentum pφ
as a function of other canonical variables, the aforementioned (would-be) Ostrogradsky
instability no more appears. Nevertheless, one can verify that the same instability in cos-
mological perturbations as above persists even if we include F0(φ,X) and/or F1(φ,X)�φ
in the mimetic Lagrangian.

One would notice that if B(A + 2B)(3A + 2B) = 0 then the scalar perturbations
appear to be nondynamical. This happens in the mimetic Horndeski theories [37] where
A + 2B = 0. The situation is the same even if we start from GLPV theories. Since such
a choice of A and B does not change the number of DOFs, the seemingly nondynamical
scalar mode should originate from strong coupling of perturbations.

A caveat should be added here. In the case of A + 2B = 0, it is important to take
into account the presence of matter fields other than φ to discuss the viability of mimetic
cosmology. Let us add to the seed Lagrangian another scalar field ψ whose Lagrangian is
of the form

Lψ = P (ψ,Z), Z ≡ gµν∂µψ∂νψ. (4.68)

This field can also be regarded as a perfect fluid. We split ψ into the background part
ψ(t) and the perturbation δψ, and then expand the mimetic action to second order in
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perturbations. In the case of A+ 2B = 0, we obtain

S
(2)
S =

∫

dtd3xa3
[

3Aζ̇2 + 2E (∂kζ)
2

a2
− 2Aζ̇ ∂

2χ

a2

− (PZ + 2ZPZZ) ˙δψ
2
+ PZ(∂kδψ)

2 − 2ψ̇PZδψ
∂2χ

a2
+ · · ·

]

, (4.69)

where the ellipses represent the terms that are not relevant to the present argument. Now
the EOM for χ is given by

−2Aζ̇ − 2ψ̇PZδψ = 0. (4.70)

Substituting this back into Eq. (4.69), one can remove δψ as well as χ from the action.
The reduced action for ζ contains the term

a3A2

(

PZ + 2ZPZZ
ZP 2

Z

)

ζ̈2, (4.71)

showing that the system has two scalar DOFs (one from φ and one from the additional
matter field ψ). This is the reason why the scalar perturbations revive in mimetic Horn-
deski gravity in the presence of matter [89]. It is more important to note that one of the
two scalar DOFs is a ghost, as is clear from Eq. (4.71).





Chapter 5

Conclusions

Given that one can go beyond the Horndeski theory, i.e., the most general scalar-tensor
theory with second-order EL equations, it is intriguing to explore general healthy scalar-
tensor theories with 3 DOFs by relaxing the assumptions to allow for higher-order EL
equations with a degenerate kinetic matrix. As such “beyond Horndeski” theories, the
broadest class known so far is the quadratic/cubic DHOST, which cannot be further
extended by disformal transformation (1.4). Within the quadratic/cubic DHOST class,
only those that can be mapped to the Horndeski class via disformal transformation can
accommodate stable cosmology [42].

In the present thesis, we have first clarified the nature of general invertible transfor-
mations. We have shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between solutions in
the old frame and those in the new frame if the field transformation is invertible. Our
Theorem does not assume any specific form of Lagrangian or transformation law, nor
dimensionality of spacetime. On the other hand, if the transformation is noninvertible, it
can change the number physical DOFs of the original seed theory. This suggests that one
may obtain degenerate scalar-tensor theory by noninvertible disformal transformation of
a nondegenerate theory.

Based on this idea, we have demonstrated that the seed action (4.3), which is nonde-
generate and thus has an extra DOF in general, can be transformed to give a degenerate
theory through the noninvertible conformal transformation (4.4). The unwanted extra
DOF is eliminated by the local conformal symmetry associated with the noninvertibil-
ity of the transformation, leaving only 3 DOFs, as implied in Ref. [78]. We have shown
this explicitly by means of Hamiltonian analysis. The resultant degenerate scalar-tensor
theories obtained thus are novel in the sense that they are related to none of the known
healthy theories via disformal transformation (see Figure 5.1) and can be thought of
as an extension of mimetic gravity since the original mimetic theory is generated from
the Einstein-Hilbert action through the same noninvertible conformal transformation. It
should be emphasized that not all nondegenerate scalar-tensor theories can be transformed
to mimetic gravity with 3 DOFs. Rather, we have specified the possible form of the seed

51
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Horndeski

GLPV

quadratic/cubic DHOST

extended mimetic gravity

DHOST theories

Ostrogradsky ghost

Sseed =

∫

d4x
√−g [f2R+ f3Gµνφµν + F (gµν , φ, φµ, φµν)]

gµν → g̃µν = −Xgµν

Figure 5.1: The place of the extended mimetic gravity in degenerate higher-order scalar-
tensor theories. The extended mimetic gravity models are obtained by performing the
noninvertible conformal transformation (4.4) on the seed action (4.3) and they generically
lie outside the quadratic/cubic DHOST class.

action as Eq. (4.3). As far as we have investigated, any deviation from this seed leads to
unwanted extra DOFs even after the noninvertible transformation.

We have also studied cosmological perturbations in our extended mimetic gravity and
found that either of tensor/scalar perturbations is plagued with gradient instabilities in
general, except for the special cases where the scalar perturbations would be strongly cou-
pled, or otherwise ghost instabilities appear. In the strongly-coupled case, the inclusion
of matter fields other than the scalar field renders the scalar perturbations dynamical and
unstable. Our result can be regarded as an extension of the one in Ref. [42], i.e., any
quadratic/cubic DHOST theory that cannot be mapped to the Horndeski class via dis-
formal transformation is plagued by gradient instabilities in cosmological perturbations.
This is because our extended mimetic gravity models, which were shown to suffer from
ghost/gradient instabilities in cosmological perturbations, cannot be obtained from the
Horndeski class via disformal transformation in general. Combining these results, one
can conjecture that any scalar-tensor theory that is not connected to the Horndeski class
through disformal transformation universally has the problem of ghost/gradient instabil-
ities.
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In spite of this flaw, the idea of constructing degenerate field theories from nondegen-
erate higher derivative theories by performing a field transformation is interesting itself
and worth pursuing. As we saw in §3.3, the space of possible transformations on scalar-
tensor theories is so vast that the disformal transformation (1.4) may capture only a part
of its whole aspects. Thus, there would be other types of transformation that can gen-
erate a novel class of healthy scalar-tensor theories. Meanwhile, it is not necessary to
restrict ourselves to scalar-tensor theories: We expect that, e.g., a noninvertible vector
disformal transformation would produce degenerate vector-tensor theories beyond the ex-
isting framework. Moreover, once we find a new degenerate theory, we can proceed to
a stability analysis of cosmological perturbations and then further investigation into its
phenomenology. These issues are left for future works.
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Appendix A

Theorem of Ostrogradsky

In this appendix, we provide a proof of the theorem of Ostrogradsky [26] in the case of
analytical mechanics. Let qi (i = 1, · · · , N) be the coordinate of a point particle moving in
n-dimensional space and consider a Lagrangian L(qi, q̇i, q̈i). The statement of the theorem
is as follows:

Theorem of Ostrogradsky. If the matrix kij ≡ ∂2L/∂q̈i∂q̈j is nondegenerate, then

the Hamiltonian of the system contains linear momenta and thus is unbound.

Proof. We first introduce auxiliary variables Qi with Lagrange multipliers λi to remove
the higher derivative from the Lagrangian as follows:*1

L′(qi, q̇i, Qi, Q̇i, λi) ≡ L(qi, Qi, Q̇i) + λi(Q
i − q̇i). (A.1)

This new Lagrangian L′ describes the same dynamics of qi as L since the EOMs for λi
fix Qi = q̇i, from which L is reproduced. In the following, L is regarded as a function of
(qi, Qi, Q̇i). Once written in the form (A.1), the nondegeneracy condition reads

det k′ij 6= 0, k′ij ≡
∂2L(qk, Qk, Q̇k)

∂Q̇i∂Q̇j
. (A.2)

Now we move to the Hamiltonian formalism. From the Lagrangian (A.1), the canonical

*1The proof given in Ref. [26] takes a slightly different approach, in which Xi ≡ qi, Y i ≡ q̇i are regarded
as canonical variables. Compared with the approach employed in the main text, it has an advantage that
we do not need to introduce Lagrange multipliers, though the definition of canonical momenta is rather
nontrivial: They are defined as

PX
i ≡ ∂L

∂q̇i
− d

dt

(

∂L

∂q̈i

)

, PY
i ≡ ∂L

∂q̈i
.
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momenta conjugate to qi, Qi, and λi are computed as

pi ≡
∂L′

∂q̇i
= −λi, (A.3)

Pi ≡
∂L′

∂Q̇i
=
∂L(qj, Qj, Q̇j)

∂Q̇i
, (A.4)

πi ≡ ∂L′

∂λ̇i
= 0, (A.5)

respectively. These canonical pairs form a (6N)-dimensional phase space. Due to the
nondegeneracy condition (A.2), one can apply the implicit function theorem to solve
Eq. (A.4) for the velocities Q̇i:

Q̇i = Q̇i(qj, Qj, Pj). (A.6)

On the other hand, since Eqs. (A.3) and (A.5) do not contain q̇i or λ̇i, these velocities
cannot be expressed in terms of other canonical variables. Thus, they provide primary
constraints as

φi ≡ pi + λi ≈ 0, πi ≈ 0. (A.7)

Then, the total Hamiltonian becomes

HT = H + uiφi + viπ
i, H ≡ PiQ̇

i − L(qi, Qi, Q̇i)− λiQ
i, (A.8)

where ui and vi are Lagrange multipliers. Note that Q̇i in the expression for H should
be regarded as functions of (qj, Qj, Pj) through Eq. (A.6). Requiring that the primary
constraints be maintained under the time evolution, we have

0 ≈ φ̇i = {φi, HT}P =
∂L

∂qi
+ vi, (A.9)

0 ≈ π̇i =
{

πi, HT

}

P
= Qi − ui, (A.10)

which fix ui and vi and no further constraint arises. Therefore, we have 2N second-class
constraints and the number of physical DOFs is given by

1

2
(6N − 2N) = 2N, (A.11)

from which we see that the theory has N more DOFs than the system without higher
derivatives. The Hamiltonian evaluated on the constraint surface is

H ≈ PiQ̇
i − L(qi, Qi, Q̇i) + piQ

i, (A.12)

where the momenta pi appear only linearly. �
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Thus, to avoid the linear momenta, the matrix kij must be degenerate. There is a
corresponding argument in the language of Lagrangian formalism. The EL equations from
the Lagrangian L(qi, q̇i, q̈i) are

Ei ≡
∂L

∂qi
− d

dt

(

∂L

∂q̇i

)

+
d2

dt2

(

∂L

∂q̈i

)

= 0, (A.13)

which contain fourth time derivatives:

Ei ⊃
∂2L

∂q̈i∂q̈j
q(4)j = kijq

(4)j. (A.14)

Hence, if kij is nondegenerate, the EL equations necessarily acquire such higher deriva-
tive terms. Conversely, if kij is degenerate, (at least some of) the EL equations can be
recomposed to yield lower-order differential equations. As such, there is a close relation
between Hamiltonian and Lagrangian analyses of degenerate theories.

In the above proof, we restricted ourselves to the case where the Lagrangian depends
on at most second derivative of qi. This is because all the models mentioned in the main
text are of this type. For more generic higher derivative Lagrangian L(qi, q̇i, · · · , q(n)i),
one can prove the following theorem in a similar manner as above:

Theorem. If the matrix kij ≡ ∂2L/∂q(n)i∂q(n)j is nondegenerate, then the Hamilto-

nian of the system contains linear momenta and thus is unbound.





Appendix B

Disformal transformation

B.1 Disformal transformation of scalar-tensor theo-

ries

Here, we study how scalar-tensor theories of the form

S =

∫

d4x
√

−g̃
[

f̃2(φ, X̃)R̃+ f̃3(φ, X̃)G̃µν∇̃µ∇̃νφ+ F̃ (g̃µν , φ, ∇̃µφ, ∇̃µ∇̃νφ)
]

(B.1)

are transformed under the disformal transformation

g̃µν = A(φ,X)gµν +B(φ,X)φµφν . (B.2)

Note that the quadratic/cubic DHOST action (2.20) amounts to a particular case where
the function F̃ is at most cubic order in the second derivative of φ. First, if A(A+XB) 6= 0,
the inverse matrix g̃µν is written in terms of (gµν , φ) as

*1

g̃µν =
1

A

(

gµν − B

A+XB
φµφν

)

, (B.3)

which relates X̃ to X as

X̃ =
X

A+XB
. (B.4)

As for the determinant of g̃µν , the following identity between 5× 5 matrices is useful:
[

δµλ 0
B
A
φµ 1

] [

g̃µν φµ
0 1

] [

δνσ 0
−Bφσ 1

]

=

[

Agλσ φλ
0 A+XB

A

]

. (B.5)

Taking the determinant of both sides, we have

g̃ = A3(A+XB)g, (B.6)

*1In the following, the indices of φµ and φµν are raised by gµν .
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which can be more conveniently expressed as

√−g̃√−g = A3/2
√
A+XB. (B.7)

Here, it should be noted that A > 0 and A + XB > 0 are required so that the metric
signature does not change [32], and thus the square roots of A and A +XB are defined
within the real numbers.

The second derivative of φ is written in the form

∇̃µ∇̃νφ = φµν − Cλ
µνφλ, (B.8)

where Cλ
µν is a tensor defined by the difference between the Christoffel symbols [67]:

Cλ
µν ≡ Γ̃λµν − Γλµν = g̃λσ

(

∇(µg̃ν)σ −
1

2
∇σg̃µν

)

=
AX
A

[

δλ(µXν) −
1

2
Xλgµν +

B

A+XB
φλ

(

−φ(µXν) +
1

2
φσXσgµν

)]

+
BX

A

[

−1

2
φµφνX

λ +
A

A+XB
φλ

(

φ(µXν) +
B

2A
φµφνφ

σXσ

)]

+
Aφ
2A

[

2δλ(µφν) −
1

A+XB
φλ (Agµν + 2Bφµφν)

]

+
B

A+XB
φλ

(

φµν +
Bφ

2B
φµφν

)

. (B.9)

Here Xµ ≡ ∇µX = 2φνµφν and thus Cλ
µν depends at most linearly on φµν . Note also the

following identities:

∇λg̃µν = 2g̃α(µC
α
ν)λ ∇̃λgµν = −2gα(µC

α
ν)λ. (B.10)

From these expressions one can deduce two things about the term F̃ in Eq. (B.1): (i) It
is stable under disformal transformations since no third covariant derivative of φ appears.
(ii) The order of second derivative of φ does not change under disformal transformations.

Let us next consider the terms with curvature tensors in Eq. (B.1). With the ten-
sor Cλ

µν , the Riemann tensor is calculated as

R̃µ
νλσ = Rµ

νλσ + 2∇[λC
µ
σ]ν + 2Cµ

α[λC
α
σ]ν

= Rµ
νλσ + 2∇̃[λC

µ
σ]ν − 2Cµ

α[λC
α
σ]ν . (B.11)
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Therefore, the term f̃2R̃ transforms as [67]

∫

d4
√

−g̃f̃2R̃ =

∫

d4x
√

−g̃g̃µν
[

f̃2
(

Rµν − 2Cλ
α[λC

α
ν]µ

)

− 2
(

∇̃[λf̃2

)

Cλ
ν]µ

]

=

∫

d4x
√−g

√

A(A+XB)

(

gµν − B

A+XB
φµφν

)

×
[

f̃2
(

Rµν − 2Cλ
α[λC

α
ν]µ

)

− 2
(

f̃2φφ[λ + f̃2XX[λ

)

Cλ
ν]µ

]

. (B.12)

Note that in the last line f̃2 is regarded as a function of (φ,X) through Eq. (B.4). In
Eq. (B.12), the only term that does not appear in Eq. (B.1) is Rµνφ

µφν . However, from
the identity

Rµνφ
µφν = (�φ)2 − φνµφ

µ
ν +∇µ (φ

νφµν − φµ�φ) , (B.13)

we find that this term can be absorbed in Eq. (B.1) after integration by parts. Note also
that the contribution from the term f̃2R̃ is at most quadratic in φµν . The calculation
for the term f̃3G̃µν∇̃µ∇̃νφ is tedious and we do not reproduce it here, but one can check
that this term is also closed under disformal transformation and the resultant expres-
sion is at most cubic order in φµν . Combining these results, one can conclude that the
quadratic/cubic DHOST action is closed under the disformal transformation (B.2), and
so does the action (B.1).

Note that we did not use the invertibility of the disformal transformation in deriving
the above result and thus it still holds for the case of noninvertible disformal transforma-
tions.

B.2 Noninvertible disformal transformation

In this section, we show that any noninvertible disformal transformation can essentially be
reduced to the simplest form of Eq. (4.4). Let us consider a disformal transformation (B.2)
with B 6= 0. This transformation is invertible [namely, Eq. (B.2) is uniquely solvable for
gµν ] if the functions A and B satisfy A(A − XAX − X2BX) 6= 0 [31, 43, 53]. Below we
study noninvertible transformations with

A−XAX −X2BX = 0, A(A+XB) 6= 0, (B.14)

where the latter condition guarantees the existence of the inverse matrix g̃µν [31]. In the
language of the derivative-operator-valued matrix P̂ in §3.3.1, the noninvertibility of the
transformation (B.2) amounts to the existence of a “zero-eigenvalue” of P̂ . To see this,
we note that the matrix P̂ in Eq. (3.79) satisfy

P̂ v = (A−XAX −X2BX)v, v ≡
[

AXgαβ +BXφαφβ
0

]

, (B.15)
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where v plays the role of an “eigenvector” of P̂ . Now it is clear that the eigenvalue (A−
XAX −X2BX) is zero under the condition (B.14).

In the following, we demonstrate any noninvertible disformal transformation with the
condition (B.14) can be reduced to a noninvertible conformal transformation. Equa-
tion (B.14) is equivalent to

B = −A

X
− f(φ), (B.16)

with f(φ) being some nonzero function of φ. As in Eq. (4.18), the scalar kinetic term in
the new frame, X̃, is constrained as X̃ = −1/f . Note that A is proportional to X if there
is no disformal part B, i.e., in the case of noninvertible conformal transformation.

Now let us consider another disformal transformation

gµν = Ā(φ, X̄)ḡµν + B̄(φ, X̄)φµφν . (B.17)

Suppose that a theory S̃[g̃µν , φ] is mapped to another theory of the form S[gµν , φ] by the
noninvertible disformal transformation (B.2), and then to S̄[ḡµν , φ] by the transforma-
tion (B.17). We choose the functions Ā and B̄ in Eq. (B.17) so that the composition of
the transformations (B.2) and (B.17) reduces to a noninvertible conformal transforma-
tion. In doing so we require that the transformation (B.17) is invertible. The following
choice of Ā and B̄ satisfies these requirements:

Ā(φ, X̄) ≡ Q̄− X̄B̄(φ, X̄), B̄(φ, X̄) ≡ −B(φ, X̄/Q̄)

A(φ, X̄/Q̄)
. (B.18)

To ensure the invertibility of the transformation (B.17), Q̄ must not be of the form Q̄ =
q(φ)X̄ [with arbitrary q(φ)], but otherwise it is an arbitrary function of (φ, X̄). For the
choice (B.18), the relation between g̃µν and ḡµν is found to be

g̃µν = −f(φ)X̄ḡµν . (B.19)

We see that the disformal part has been eliminated. It should be noted that Eq. (B.19)
is independent of the function Q̄. Once written in this form, the function f(φ) can be
absorbed into the redefinition of the scalar field in the following way: Introducing a new
scalar field φ̂ so that dφ̂/dφ = f(φ)1/2, Eq. (B.19) is rewritten as

g̃µν = −
(

ḡαβ∂αφ̂∂βφ̂
)

ḡµν , (B.20)

which has the same form as Eq. (4.4). Thus, instead of S[gµν , φ] which is obtained from

S̃[g̃µν , φ] by the noninvertible disformal transformation (B.2), we may consider S̄[ḡµν , φ(φ̂)]
obtained by the noninvertible conformal transformation (B.20).
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B.3 Multi-disformal transformation

A multi-disformal transformation for N -scalar theories is defined by [71]

g̃µν = A(φI , XIJ)gµν +BKL(φ
I , XIJ)φKµ φ

L
ν , (B.21)

where
XIJ ≡ gµνφIµφ

J
ν . (B.22)

Note that the coefficients BKL are symmetric under interchange of the indices: BKL =
BLK . If A 6= 0 and the matrix determinant of DI

J ≡ AδIJ +X
IKBKJ is nonvanishing, then

the inverse matrix g̃µν is written in terms of (gµν , φ) as

g̃µν =
1

A

[

gµν −
(

D−1
)M

K
BMLφ

KµφLν
]

, (B.23)

which relates X̃IJ to XIJ as
X̃IJ =

(

D−1
)I

K
XKJ . (B.24)

As for the determinant of g̃µν , the following identity between (4+N )× (4 +N ) matrices
is useful:

[

δµλ 0
1
A
BJMφ

Mµ δIJ

] [

g̃µν φKµ
0 δKI

] [

δνσ 0
−BKNφ

N
σ δLK

]

=

[

Agλσ φLλ
0 1

A
DL
J

]

. (B.25)

Taking the determinant of both sides and then their square root, we obtain
√−g̃√−g = A2−N

2

√
detD. (B.26)

The above equations are helpful in studying how multi-field scalar-tensor theories are
transformed under the multi-disformal transformation (B.21).

Next, let us consider the inverse transformation of the multi-disformal transforma-
tion (B.21). We define

J IJ
KL ≡ DI

N

∂

∂XKL

[

(

D−1
)N

M
XMJ

]

= δIJKL − ∂DI
N

∂XKL

(

D−1
)N

M
XMJ . (B.27)

This quantity can be regarded as a matrix with indices IJ and KL which move from 1
to N (N+1)

2
. If the determinant of the matrix J IJ

KL is nonvanishing, then one can solve

Eq. (B.24) for XIJ in terms of X̃IJ and the inverse multi-disformal transformation is given
by

gµν = Ã(φI , X̃IJ)g̃µν + B̃KL(φ
I , X̃IJ)φKµ φ

L
ν , (B.28)

where

Ã(φI , X̃IJ) =
1

A(φI , XIJ)
, B̃KL(φ

I , X̃IJ) = −BKL(φ
I , XIJ)

A(φI , XIJ)
. (B.29)
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B.4 Vector disformal transformation

In the context of vector-tensor theories, we can consider a similar transformation as the
disformal transformation in scalar-tensor theories. Here, we study the nature of the vector
disformal transformation introduced in Ref. [23]. Let us consider a transformation

g̃µν = Ω(Y )gµν + Γ(Y )AµAν , Ãµ = Υ(Y )Aµ, (B.30)

where Y ≡ gµνAµAν . Note that the vector field is also transformed in contrast to the case
of scalar disformal transformation. For the inverse metric to exist, it is necessary that

ΩΞ 6= 0, Ξ ≡ Γ +
Ω

Y
. (B.31)

If this condition is met, the inverse metric g̃µν and the contravariant component of the
vector field Ãµ are given by [23]

g̃µν =
1

Ω

(

gµν − Γ

Y Ξ
AµAν

)

, Ãµ =
Υ

Y Ξ
Aµ. (B.32)

Moreover, one can verify that the transformation (B.30) is invertible if the functions Ω,
Γ, and Υ satisfy

ΩΥΞ 6= 0 and
Υ2

Ξ
6= constant. (B.33)

Indeed, the inverse transformation of Eq. (B.30) is given by

gµν =
1

Ω(Y )

[

g̃µν −
Γ(Y )

Υ2(Y )
ÃµÃν

]

, Aµ =
1

Υ(Y )
Ãµ, Ỹ =

Υ2(Y )

Ξ(Y )
, (B.34)

where Y in the first two equations is written in terms of Ỹ through the third equation.
Note that the second condition in Eq. (B.33) ensures the solvability of Y for Ỹ . On the
other hand, we call the transformation (B.30) noninvertible if

ΩΥΞ 6= 0 and
Υ2

Ξ
= constant. (B.35)

As was the case with disformal transformation for scalar-tensor theories, any nonin-
vertible disformal transformation for vector-tensor theories with the conditions (B.35) can
be reduced to a simpler form. Now let us start from the transformation (B.30) with Γ 6= 0
and Υ 6= 1 and consider another disformal transformation

gµν = Ω̄(Ȳ )ḡµν + Γ̄(Ȳ )ĀµĀν , Aµ = Ῡ(Ȳ )Āµ. (B.36)
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As in the previous section, we choose the functions Ω̄, Γ̄, and Ῡ in Eq. (B.36) so that the
composition of the transformations (B.30) and (B.36) reduces to a noninvertible conformal
transformation for the metric while the vector field remains unchanged, namely,

g̃µν = −Ȳ ḡµν , Ãµ = Āµ. (B.37)

In doing so, we require that the transformation (B.36) is invertible. The following choice
satisfies these requirements:

Ω̄(Ȳ ) ≡ Q̄Ῡ2 − Ȳ Γ̄, Γ̄ ≡ − Γ(Ȳ /Q̄)

Ω(Ȳ /Q̄)Υ2(Ȳ /Q̄)
, Ῡ ≡ 1

Υ(Ȳ /Q̄)
, (B.38)

where Q̄ is an arbitrary function of Ȳ . To ensure the invertibility of the transforma-
tion (B.36), Q̄ must not be of the form Q̄ ∝ Ȳ , but otherwise it is an arbitrary function
of Ȳ . For the choice (B.38), the relation between (g̃µν , Ãµ) and (ḡµν , Āµ) is found to be

g̃µν = −
(−Ξ

Υ2

)

Ȳ ḡµν , Ãµ = Āµ. (B.39)

We see that the disformal part has been eliminated. Note that the constant factor −Ξ/Υ2

can be absorbed into the redefinition of the vector field. Thus, we can always recast a
noninvertible vector disformal transformation to the simplest form (B.37).





Appendix C

Unique solvability of DAEs

In Chap. 3, we saw that the invertibility of a transformation between D-dimensional
fields φi and ψi, φi = f i(ψj, ∂µψ

j, ∂µ∂νψ
j, · · · , ∂(m)ψ

j), is characterized by the unique

solvability of the associated DAE system

P̂ i
j δψ

j = δφi, P̂ i
j =

m
∑

s=0

∂f i

∂(∂(s)ψj)
∂(s) ≡

m
∑

s=0

u
i(s)
j ∂(s). (C.1)

Here, a DAE system (C.1) is said to be uniquely solvable if and only if the following
conditions are satisfied:

[A] The system is well posed, i.e., it has a solution for any inhomogeneity gI .

[B] No ordinary differential equation appears.

In this appendix, following Ref. [63], we discuss the criterion for a system of DAEs to
be uniquely solvable. Note that, unless otherwise stated, we consider ordinary DAEs
(ODAEs) where the fields are functions only of t. This amounts to the case of analytical
mechanics, or D = 1. The reason why we focus on ODAEs is that, as shown below,
there exists an algorithm to judge whether a given ODAE system is uniquely solvable or
not. Although there are some necessary/sufficient conditions for unique solvability in the
case of D ≥ 2, i.e., partial DAEs (PDAEs), it remains an open issue whether a similar
algorithm as D = 1 exists for D ≥ 2 to the best of our knowledge.

C.1 Conditions for the unique solvability

For simplicity, we consider a first-order ODAE system of the form

Π̂I
JΨ

J = ΦI , Π̂I
J ≡M I

J

d

dt
+N I

J , (C.2)
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since any higher-order ODAE system can be recast into a first-order system by introducing
enough number of auxiliary variables. We will hereafter denote the number of extended
fields ΨI and ΦI by N .

It is obvious that the requirement [B] cannot be met if detM I
J 6= 0. We thus obtain a

necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the unique solvability of the system:

detM I
J = 0. (C.3)

Moreover, the following condition is also necessary:

detN I
J 6= 0. (C.4)

The reason for this is not so much obvious. Suppose detN I
J = 0. Then there exists a null

eigenvector (hereafter called vI) of the matrix N I
J . Multiplying both sides of Eq. (C.2) by

vI , we obtain

vIM
I
J

dΨJ

dt
= vIΦ

I . (C.5)

If vI is a null eigenvector of M I
J , then the left-hand side of Eq. (C.5) vanishes, which con-

tradicts the requirement [A]. On the other hand, if vIM
I
J is nonvanishing, then an ordinary

differential equation appears, which conflicts with [B]. Therefore, the condition (C.4) is
necessary for the unique solvability of the DAE system (C.2).

Below we discuss sufficient conditions for the unique solvability. In the case of N = 1,
the criterion is trivial, i.e., M = 0 and N 6= 0. Then, even in the case of N > 1, one may
naively think that ΨI are uniquely determined only when

M I
J = 0 and detN I

J 6= 0. (C.6)

However, as we will see below, this condition is too restrictive. While (C.6) is a sufficient
condition, it is not a necessary condition. Another uniquely solvable example is such that

M I
J = KI

J and N I
J = δIJ , (C.7)

where KI
J is a strictly lower (upper) triangular matrix, i.e., all the components of the

matrix on and above (below) the diagonal are vanishing. Note that KI
J can depend on

time. If KI
J is strictly lower triangular, one can first determine Ψ1 uniquely. One then

determines Ψ2, as one can treat nonvanishing derivative Ψ̇1 as a source term. Likewise,
one can continue to determine all the components of ΨI uniquely. On the other hand,
if KI

J is strictly upper triangular, one can start from ΨN , and proceed to determine
ΨN−1,ΨN−2, · · · ,Ψ1 in order. In terms of the operator matrix Π̂ in (C.2), the case of
(C.7) amounts to

Π̂I
J = δIJ +KI

J

d

dt
. (C.8)
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Clearly, Π̂ has an inverse matrix

(

Π̂−1
)I

J
= δIJ +

N−1
∑

s=1

[(

−K d

dt

)s ]I

J
, (C.9)

as expected. Indeed, as explained in §3.2, the existence of Π̂−1 without integral is equiv-
alent to the unique solvability of the corresponding system of equations. Besides the case
of (C.7), there are still other forms of (M,N) for which (C.2) is uniquely solvable. For
instance, δIJ can be relaxed to some diagonal matrix whose diagonal components are all
nonvanishing, and then N can be added by any strictly lower (upper) triangular matrix.
Therefore, the sufficient condition (C.7) can be generalized as

M I
J = KI

J and N I
J = DI

J + LIJ , (C.10)

where KI
J and LIJ are time-dependent strictly lower (upper) triangular matrices, and DI

J

is a time-dependent regular diagonal matrix.
In summary, we have obtained the necessary conditions (C.3) and (C.4), together

with the sufficient conditions (C.6) and (C.10). These conditions can be straightfor-
wardly generalized to the case of D ≥ 2, i.e., to the PDAE system (C.1). The necessary
conditions (C.3) and (C.4) are respectively generalized as

∀s ∈ {1, · · · ,m} det u
i(s)
j = 0 (C.11)

and
det u

i(0)
j 6= 0, (C.12)

while the sufficient conditions (C.6) and (C.10) as

det u
i(0)
j 6= 0 and ∀s ∈ {1, · · · ,m} u

i(s)
j = 0 (C.13)

and
u
i(0)
j = Di

j + Lij and ∀s ∈ {1, · · · ,m} u
i(s)
j = K

i(s)
j . (C.14)

Here, K
i(s)
j and Lij are spacetime-dependent strictly lower (upper) triangular matrices,

and Di
j is a spacetime-dependent regular diagonal matrix.

C.2 Standard canonical form of ODAEs

A necessary and sufficient condition for the unique solvability of ODAEs is rather non-
trivial [90]. The idea is to recast the pair (M I

J , N
I
J ) into the form of Eq. (C.10) by

transformation of variables with some regular matrices SIJ and T IJ . Let us multiply SIJ by
both sides of Eq. (C.2) and write

SIKM
K
L T

L
J
˙̃ΨJ + (SIKN

K
L T

L
J + SIKM

K
L Ṫ

L
J )Ψ̃

J = Φ̃I , (C.15)
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where Ψ̃I and Φ̃I are defined as

Ψ̃I ≡ (T−1)IJΨ
J , Φ̃I ≡ SIJΦ

J . (C.16)

Therefore, if we define M̃ I
J and Ñ I

J by

M̃ I
J ≡ SIKM

K
L T

L
J , Ñ I

J ≡ SIKN
K
L T

L
J + SIKM

K
L Ṫ

L
J , (C.17)

Eq. (C.15) becomes

M̃ I
J
˙̃ΨJ + Ñ I

J Ψ̃
J = Φ̃I , (C.18)

which has the same form as Eq. (C.2). It was shown in Ref. [90] that, one can always
choose SIJ and T IJ so that the pair of matrices (M̃ I

J , Ñ
I
J ) takes the following “standard

canonical form” (SCF):

(M̃, Ñ) =

([

In1 0
0 Kn2(t)

]

,

[

Jn1(t) 0
0 In2

])

, (C.19)

if and only if the system is well posed. Here, Ini
denotes an ni × ni identity matrix,

Kn2(t) is an n2 × n2 matrix which is strictly lower triangular, Jn1(t) is some n1 × n1

matrix, and n1 + n2 = N . From the block-diagonal structure of Eq. (C.19), it is clear
that in Eq. (C.18) the equations for the first n1 variables and the last n2 are decoupled.
If n1 6= 0, since the upper-left n1×n1 submatrix of M̃ I

J is the identity matrix, the first n1

equations are inevitably ordinary differential equations and thus the unique solvability of
the system is spoiled. If n1 = 0, one is left with equations of the form











0 · · · · · · 0

∗ . . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
...

∗ · · · ∗ 0























˙̃Ψ1

...

...
˙̃ΨN













+











Ψ̃1

...

...

Ψ̃N











=











Φ̃1

...

...

Φ̃N











. (C.20)

This precisely satisfies the sufficient condition (C.10). We can uniquely solve this ODAE
system for Ψ̃I from the first-line equation to theN th-line equation without any integration
constant, and then obtain ΨI through ΨI = T IJ Ψ̃

J .
In conclusion, the necessary and sufficient condition for the unique solvability of the

DAE system (C.2) with a matrix pair (M,N) is that the corresponding SCF (C.19) has
n1 = 0, namely,

(M̃, Ñ) = (KN , IN ). (C.21)

Obviously, for a vanishing source term ΦI , the unique solution is given by ΨI = 0.
As an application of the above methodology, let us consider the following ODAE

system:




2 t+ 2 −t− 1
−2t −t(t+ 2) t(t+ 1)
2t t(t+ 1) −t2









Ψ̇1

Ψ̇2

Ψ̇3



+





1 −t+ 1 t
−t+ 2 t2 + 1 −t(t+ 1)

0 t+ 1 −t− 1









Ψ1

Ψ2

Ψ3



 =





0
0
0



 , (C.22)
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which corresponds to the case of

(M,N) =









2 t+ 2 −t− 1
−2t −t(t+ 2) t(t+ 1)
2t t(t+ 1) −t2



 ,





1 −t+ 1 t
−t+ 2 t2 + 1 −t(t+ 1)

0 t+ 1 −t− 1







 , ΦI = 0.

(C.23)
In this case, we can find the regular transformation matrices S, T as

S =





t 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0



 , T =





1 −2t− 1 −1
−1 3t+ 2 2
−1 3t+ 1 2



 . (C.24)

These matrices actually transform the pair (M,N) into the SCF:

(M̃, Ñ) =









0 0 0
t 0 0
1 1 0



 ,





1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1







 , (C.25)

which satisfies the sufficient condition (C.10). This means that the system (C.22) is
uniquely solvable and the solution is given by ΨI = 0.

C.3 Adjoint ODAE

As we saw in §3.2, if a DAE system is uniquely solvable, then its adjoint DAE system is
also uniquely solvable. Here, we show the fact for ODAEs in a more direct manner. The
adjoint ODAE system to (C.2) has the form of

d

dt
(ΩJM

J
I )− ΩJN

J
I = XI . (C.26)

If the ODAE system (C.2) is uniquely solvable, there exists a pair of matrices (S, T ) that
transforms (M,N) into the form of (C.21). Using the pair (S, T ), we can rewrite (C.26)
as

d

dt
(Ω̃JM̃

J
I )− Ω̃JÑ

J
I = X̃I , (C.27)

where we have defined

Ω̃I ≡ ΩJ(S
−1)JI , X̃I ≡ XJT

J
I . (C.28)

More explicitly, (C.27) can be written as

tKN
t ˙̃Ω− (IN − tK̇N )tΩ̃ = tX̃, (C.29)
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namely,










0 ∗ · · · ∗
...

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . . ∗
0 · · · · · · 0























˙̃Ω1
...
...
˙̃ΩN













−











1 ∗ · · · ∗
0

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . ∗

0 · · · 0 1





















Ω̃1
...
...

Ω̃N











=











X̃1
...
...

X̃N











. (C.30)

Similarly to (C.20), this system satisfies the sufficient condition (C.10). It can be solved for
Ω̃I from the N th-line equation to the first-line equation without any integration constant.
In particular, for a homogeneous system with XI = 0, the unique solution is ΩI = 0.



Appendix D

Noether identity

In this appendix, we briefly review the concept of Noether identity, which is a conse-
quence of local gauge symmetry. Let us now consider a general field theory defined by
the Lagrangian L = L(φi, ∂µφ

i, ∂µ∂νφ
i, · · · ; xµ) with multiple fields φi = φi(xµ) in D-

dimensional spacetime, which is invariant up to total derivative under a general gauge
transformation

φi → φi +∆ξφ
i, (D.1)

where ∆ξφ
i depend on gauge functions ξI(xµ) and their derivatives. Here, i = 1, · · · , n

labels the fields and I = 1, · · · ,m labels the gauge symmetries, with m < n.
In such a theory with gauge symmetries, there exists an identity between the EOMs,

which is known as Noether’s second theorem [91]. Let us consider an infinitesimal gauge
transformation

φi → φi +∆ǫφ
i, (D.2)

where ∆ǫφ
i are linearized as

∆ǫφ
i =

k
∑

p=0

F
i(p)
I ∂(p)ǫ

I . (D.3)

Here, we suppress indices for pth-order coefficients and derivative as

F
i(p)
I ≡ F

iµ1···µp
I ,

∂(p) ≡ ∂µ1 · · · ∂µp .
(D.4)

Note that F
i(p)
I are functions of the fields φi and their derivatives, and they can also depend

explicitly on xµ. In Eq. (D.3), p = 0 term is understood as F i
Iǫ
I without derivative, and

all the other terms with p ≥ 1 have pth derivative of the infinitesimal gauge functions ǫI .
Since the action is invariant under the infinitesimal gauge transformation (D.2), we obtain

0 = ∆ǫS =

∫

dDx Ei∆ǫφ
i. (D.5)
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Here, Ei = 0 are the EOMs for φi, i.e., the EL equations derived by the variational
principle:

Ei ≡
∂L

∂φi
− ∂µ

(

∂L

∂(∂µφi)

)

+ ∂µ∂ν

(

∂L

∂(∂µ∂νφi)

)

− · · · . (D.6)

Plugging Eq. (D.3) into Eq. (D.5) and integration by parts yield

0 =

∫

dDx

[

k
∑

p=0

(−1)p∂(p)

(

EiF i(p)
I

)

]

ǫI . (D.7)

Since ǫI are arbitrary functions, we obtain the following identity (Noether identity) be-
tween the EOMs:

k
∑

p=0

(−1)p∂(p)

(

EiF i(p)
I

)

= 0, (D.8)

for I = 1, · · · ,m.
Let us remark that one can verify that the gauge transformation of the EOMs Ei can be

written as a linear combination of Ei and their derivatives. This means that, as it should
be, if a configuration of φi satisfies the EOMs, then its gauge transformation φi + ∆ǫφ

i

also satisfies the same set of EOMs.
In the context of scalar-tensor theories with general covariance, the argument proceeds

as follows. By virtue of the general covariance, the action is invariant under an infinitesi-
mal transformation of coordinates xµ → xµ+ ǫµ. The gauge transformation of the metric
and the scalar field is then given by

gµν → gµν −∇µǫν −∇νǫµ,

φ→ φ− ǫµ∇µφ.
(D.9)

Indeed, the gauge transformation of the Lagrangian density becomes total derivative:

∆ǫ(
√−gL) = (−√−g∇µǫ

µ)L+
√−g(−ǫµ∇µL) = −√−g∇µ(ǫ

µL)

= −∂µ(ǫµ
√−gL), (D.10)

where we assumed that L transforms as a scalar. Now we consider the gauge transforma-
tion of the action of scalar-tensor theories:

0 = ∆ǫS[gµν , φ] =

∫

dDx
√−g [Eµν(−2∇µǫν) + Eφ(−ǫν∇νφ)]

=

∫

dDx
√−g [2∇µE

µν − Eφ∇νφ] ǫν , (D.11)

where we have defined

Eµν ≡ 1√−g
δS

δgµν
= 0, Eφ ≡ 1√−g

δS

δφ
= 0. (D.12)
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From Eq. (D.11) the Noether identity can be read off as

2∇µE
µν − Eφ∇νφ = 0. (D.13)

This means that the scalar EOM Eφ = 0 is redundant if ∇µφ 6= 0, as was stated in, e.g.,
Ref. [14].

In Chap. 4, we introduced extended mimetic gravity models, whose action has local
conformal symmetry other than general covariance. The action of the extended mimetic
gravity is characterized by the part SM[N, γij, φ, A∗, Bij], which is given in Eq. (4.25)
(for the detailed notations, see Chap. 4). Below, we summarize the Noether identities
associated with the spatial diffeomorphism and the conformal symmetry, which play an
important role in the Hamiltonian analysis.

D.1 Spatial diffeomorphism

Under an infinitesimal spatial diffeomorphism xi → xi + ǫi(xj), the relevant variables N ,
γij, φ, A∗, and Bij transform as

∆ǫN = −ǫiDiN, ∆ǫγij = −2D(iǫj), ∆ǫφ = −ǫiDiφ, (D.14)

∆ǫA∗ = −ǫiDiA∗, ∆ǫBij = −ǫkDkBij − 2Bk(iDj)ǫ
k, (D.15)

respectively. Note that Bij replaces Vij [see Eq. (4.19)] and therefore transforms in the
same way as Vij. Since SM is invariant under this transformation, we have

0 = ∆ǫSM = −
∫

dtd3x

[

δSM

δN
ǫiDiN + 2

δSM

δγij
Diǫj +

δSM

δφ
ǫiDiφ+

δSM

δA∗
ǫiDiA∗

+
δSM

δBij

(

ǫkDkBij + 2BkiDjǫ
k
)

]

. (D.16)

Integrating by parts, we obtain the following relation among the variations of SM:

√
γLMDiN =2

√
γγijDk

(

1√
γ

δSM

δγjk

)

− δSM

δφ
Diφ− δSM

δA∗
DiA∗

− δSM

δBjk

DiBjk + 2
√
γDj

(

Bik√
γ

δSM

δBjk

)

. (D.17)
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D.2 Conformal symmetry

Similarly, under an infinitesimal conformal transformation ∆ǫgµν = ǫ(xλ)gµν , we have the
following transformation law:

∆ǫN =
ǫ

2
N, ∆ǫγij = ǫγij, ∆ǫφ = 0, (D.18)

∆ǫA∗ = − ǫ

2
A∗, ∆ǫBij =

ǫ

2
Bij −

Dkφ

2A∗
γijDkǫ. (D.19)

These expressions can be obtained by replacing (−X) with 1+ǫ in Eqs. (4.14) and (4.22).
Following the same procedure as in the case of spatial diffeomorphism, we obtain

N
√
γLM = −γij

[

2
δSM

δγij
+
√
γDk

(

Dkφ√
γA∗

δSM

δBij

)]

+ A∗
δSM

δA∗
− Bij

δSM

δBij

. (D.20)
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